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FOREWORD
This report summarizes work performed by the National Conference of
State Legislature's Remote Sensing, Project under NASA contract #NASW-3230
during the period of July 16, 1978 to September 20, 1979.
Under this contract, NASA provided support to NCSL to maintain a
direct communication link to state legislatares to keep them informed and
give them a participatory role in the research and development processes
of federal agencies involved in land, resource and environmental manage-
ment technologies. The effort included:
•	 informational materials for legislators describing the uses,
potential misuses, and limitations of satellite technology in
decision-making;
0	 seminars for int=erested legislators and their staffs providing
more detailed information on this technology, its relative costs
and benefits; and
t continual updates for legislators on the rapidly changing nature
of satellite technology as an aid to the growing needs of energy,
air, water, and land management.
The primary objectives of the Remote Sensing Project are to:
•	 inform the state legislative community of Landsat's capabilities,
applications, limitations and cost.
• provide information and support to the NASA Regional Remote
Sensing Applications Program and the three primary RAP field
'	 centers.
•	 provide follow-up assistance, as appropriate, to each parti-
cular state in response to interest generated from communications
activities.
a serve as a focal point for state feet''back to NASA, particularly
regarding Landsat systems planning and remote sensing technology
transfer efforts.
D
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I. INTRODUCTION
The NCSL Remote Sensing Project has been working to assist legis-
latures in their evaluation of Landsat technology for about four years.
State legislative awareness and understanding of satellite remote
sensing has increased dramatically during this period as a direct result
of project activities. These activities are discussed more fully in
Chapter II.
Individual state workshops are probably the most visible activities
of the project. The Project sponsored or participated in 12 such brief-
ings in 10 different states during the project year.
A number of publications were developed or revised during the project
year, including:
"The NRIS Newsletter" (formerly "Remote Sensing")
• State Institutional and Technical A pproaches to Landsat Utilizat
A Comparison of State Surface Mining Data Requirements to Public
95-87, The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977
•, Coastal Zone Management: The States Response
a Colorado Landsat Conference Proceedings
s Regicna1 Workshop Proceedings
• A Legislator's Guide to Landsat
• Landsat: Down to _Earth Views from _Space.
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In addition to these publications and meetings, the project also provided
individual technical assistance on Landsat technology to legislators, staff
and committees, and served as a user awareness agent. Information on
successful Landsat applAcations was distributed to satisfy information re-
quests, and copies of relevant state legislation and resolutions were pro-
vided as appropriate.
The NCSL Remote Sensing Project also fulfilled an important role in
representing state interests in Landsat technology to the federal govern-
ment. Programatic and policy recommendations were formulated by the Landsat
Task Force. Testimony and recommendations on Senator Adlai Stevenson's
bill to create an operational Landsat system were provided at the re-
quest of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
(Subcommittee on Space, Science and Technology). Project staff furthered
state interests through participation in the deliberations of the
Landsat-D Technical Users Working Group and the NGA Earth Resources Data
Council. Also, informal feedback from the states to NASA regarding the
Regional Remote Sensing Applications Program was provided, where appro-
priate.
Internal project management and development were also addressed.
NCSL program rev ,(ews were conducted to assure the continued legislative
relevance of the project. Project expansion was evaluated, and a Lorry
Range Work Plan developed.
The visibility and understanding of Landsat and natural resource in-
formation systems were dramatically increased as a result of project
activities. The following section will discuss project tasks in some-
what more detail.
II. ACTIVITIES OF THE CURRENT PROJECT YEAR
A. Task 1 - State Natural_ Resource Legislation Surveys
NCSL has prepared two natural resource legislation surveys during
the project year. The first focused on state surface mining programs,
and is included as Attachment A. The second analyzed state coastal zone
programs, and is included as Attachment B.
Both publications present summaries of relevant state legislation,
rules and regulations and programatic activities in all states partici-
pating in the respective programs. Where applicable, data requirements
reflected in federal rules and refiulatlons are systematically compared
with state requirements to determine areas of compliance or noncompliance
with federally mandated data gathering activities.
B. Task 2	 State Legislative Committee Briefings and Workshops
The NCSL Remote Sensing Project has conducted eight state legislative
committee briefings or workshops. These are listed in Table I. In
addition, the project contributed to one workshop (Oklahoma) sponsored
by a University with significant legislative participation.
TABLE 1 .
NCSL LANDSAT BRIEFINGS AND WORKSHOPS
r
DATE
	 STATE
8/15/78 California
8/20/78 Oregon
9/28/78 Illinois/Iowa
1/15/79 Colorado
1/23/79 Mississippi
2/16/79 Oregon
3/22/79 Missouri
6/05/79 Ohio
COMMITTEE
Legislative/executive meeting
Water Policy Subcommittee
Natural Resources
Legislative/executive meeting
Ways and Means, entire House
Agriculture and Natural Resources, entire House
Agency/University briefing
Agriculture and Natural Resources
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C. Task 3 - Long Range Work Planr
NC31 , in concert with the NASA office of Space and Terrestrial
Applications and the National Governor's Association, has prepared
a long range work plan designed to develop programatic activities to
address various issues requiring attention and resolutions that are
critical to increased use of remote sensing. This Long Range Work Plan
also addressed representation of state interests and the need for tech-
nical assistance across the broad spectrum of NASA - developed technologies.
The plan is included as Appendix A.
D. Task 4	 Evaluation of Project Expansion
Early in calendar year 1979, project staff prepared "Recommendations
for Expansion of the NCSL Remote Sensing Project". This report, contained
in Appendix B, contained three major recommendations:
• Shift project emphasis to natural resource information systems, of
which remote sensing is one significant input;
• Develop clearinghouse and technical assistance functions for other
NASA technologies; and
s Perform a fessibility^study on legislative applications of satellite
telecommunications.
In subsequent discussion with the project technical monitor and other
NASA officials, it was decided to implement the first two recommendations
during the FY 80 project year. The third recommendation was not seen as
being appropriate for the current NASA role, and implementation has been
deferred for now.
I
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E.	 Task 5 - Landsat Newsletter and Related Information Flow
Twelve issues of "Remote Sensing" were prepared and distributed during
the project period. Over 1200 copies of each issue were circulated. A
4ummary of stories by issue for the project period and stories by state
since inception of the newsletter are listed below in tables 2 and 3.
Copies of all project year newsletters are contained in Appendix C.
TABLE 2
"REMOTE SENSING" NEWSLETTEFP, STORIES
AUGUST, 1978 Vol. 2, No. 3
Landsat Task Force Meeting
New Assistant Director Hired
Landsat Testimony of Capitol Hill
Seasat-A
Maryland Landsat Workshop
Oklahoma Committee Briefing
NCSL, Annual Meeting Concurrent Session
NCSL Communication Tools Available
SEPTEMBER, 1978 Vol. 2, No. 4
Texas/NASA Technology transfer Project
New Jersey Landsat Information System
Recent Federal Actions Toward Operationalizing Landsat
NCSL Activities
Calendar of Events
Alaska Legislature Reaches Out
OCTOBER, 1978 Vol. 2, No. 5
Arizona Resources Information System
Minnesota Land Management Information Center (LMIC)
Landsat in Mississippi
Calendar of Events
Landsat and Oklahoma Water Quality Planning
NOVEMBER, 1978 Vol. 2, No. 6
Summary of NCSL Landsat Task Force Recommendations
Landsat Applications in Oregon
DECEMBER, 1978 Vol. 2, No. 7
Iowa's Landsat Demonstration and Evaluation Project
Federal Actions Related to Landsat
California Satellite Project Inventory Completed
Satellite Roll Call
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JANUARY, 1979 Vol. 2, No. B
Landsat and the Kansas Legislature
Earth Resources Data Project
Landsat in the State of Hawaii
Landsat in South Carolina
Calendar of Events
FEBRUARY, 1979 Vol. 2, No. 9
Mississippi Legislature Explores
Statewide Property Appraisal
Landsat Task Force Meeting
Listing of State Natural Resource
Use of Remote Sensing to Assist
Information Systems
MARCH/APRIL, 1979 Vol. 2 1 No. 10
Assistance to the Legislatures: Natural Resources Information
Systems Project
Washington State's Approach to the Landsat Application Program
Colorado Landsat Conference
Staff Opening
Note to our Readers
Calendar of Events
MAY, 1979 Vol. 2, No. 11
Representative Flinn Testifies on Senate Landsat Bills
Florida Landsat Feasibility Study
Landsat-3 Experiencing Problems
Calender of Conferences and Training Courses
Technology Application Center, University of New Mexico
JUNE/JULY, 1979 Vol. 3, No. 1
Surface Mining Reclamation
Landsat-3 Update
Calendar of Conferences and Training Courses
Natural Resource Assessment Needs in Alaska
AUGUST, 1979 Vol. 3, No. 2
Landsat and Coastal Zone Management
The Land Resources Information Service of North Carolina
Calendar of Conferences and Training Courses
NCSL Communication Tools Available
SEPTEMBER, 1979 Vol. 3, No. 3
North Dakota Reap Appropriation Bill Vetoed
New Special Assistant Hired
The Idaho Landsat Application Program
Calendar of Conferences and Training Courses
-6-
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TABLE 3
STORIES BY STATE - ALL ISSUES OF "REMOTE SENSING"
Alaska 6/79 New Oersey 9/78
Arizona 8/77, 10/78 New Mexico 5/79
California 7/78 North Carolina 8/79
Colorado 6/78,	 4/79 North Dakota 6/77, 9/79
Florida 5/79 Ohio 10/79
Georgia 5/77,	 7/78 Oklahoma 8/78, 10/78
Hawaii 1/79 Oregon 11/78
Idaho 9/79 South Carolina 1/79
Illinois 6/77,
	
7/78 South Dakota 8/77
Iowa 12/78 Texas 10/77, 9/78,	 10/79
Kansas 1/79 Vermont 6/78
Maryland 8/78 Virginia 1/789 6/78
Minnesota 10/78 Washington 4/79
Mississippi 10/782	 2/79 Pacific North West	 5/78
Montana 6/78
Several other publications were prepared and distributed during the
project period. In addition to the Surface Mining and Coastal Zone re-
ports mentioned earlier, three major publications were developed. State
Institutional and Technical Approaches to Landsat Utilization is included
as Attachment C. Proceedings of the Colorado Landsat Conference is in-
cluded as Attachment D. Regional Workshop Proceedings is included as
Attachment E.
Circulation and distribution of other communication tools has continued.
The slide/tape presentation, Landsat in the States, continues to be a
popular item. The project brochure, Landsat: Down to Earth Views from
Space and pamphlet, A Legislator's Guide to Landsat were both revised, re-
printed and distributed extensively. The revised versions are included
as Appendix D.
F.	 Task 6 - User Awareness Agent and Support of NASA Intergovernmental
at-+ivi+;cc
One of the principal activities of this task has been the provision of
technical assistance to state legislatures, committees and individual
-7-
legislators and staff. Most of this assistance is nrovided in conjunction
with more formal activities such as committee briefings or workshops.
Project staff have pursued all indications of interest and provided copies
of sample state legislation and resolutions, technical assistance on
potential Landsat applications and information on institutional approaches
and management considerations as appropridte.
Throughout the project period, the NCSL Landsat/Natural Resource
Information Systems Task Force has served as a spokesman for state
legislatures on Landsat and NRIS Technology. The Task Force met twice
during the project period: December 18-19, 1978 in New Orleans and July
25, 1979 in San Fransisco. The agendas, policy positions and recommendations
resulting from those meetings a o contained in Appendix E. This appendix
also contains a policy position in support of the Earth Data and information
Service Act of 1979 endorsed by the NCSL State-Federal Assembly and
adopted by the full conference at the 1979 annual meeting in San Fransisco
as one of the NCSL Goals for State Federal Actio n for 1980.
The NCSL Remote Sensing Project also provided some support for Landsat
related activities in executive agencies. Presentations by project staff
were made at four executive agency Landsat workshops, in South Carolina,
New Jersey, Missouri and Ohio. The Project Director also serves as an
ex-official member of the National Governor's Association's Earth
Resources Data Council (ERDC). This participation serves two major pur-
poses: to provide for interproject and intergovernmental coordination,
and to make project expertise available to the ERDC.
Additional support was provided to other NASA intergovernmental
activities. Continuing support, feedback and liason was maintained with
the White House Office of Science and Technology's (OSTP) Intergovernmental
Science, Engineering and Technology Advisory Panel (ISETAP). Principal
_g_
interface was through the ISETAP Natural Resource and Environment Task
Force, which is chaired Sy Governor Lamm of Colorado and upon which
Representative Thomas Anderson of Michigan, member of the NCSL L.andsat
Task Force, also serves.
The Remote Sensing Prnject continued to provide support, assistance
and fnformal feedback from the states to the NASA Regional Applications
Program (RAP), The RAP program continues to be widely accepted and
utilized by states, and NCSL assistance focused on fine tuning of RAP
and input on program priorities and problems.
The Protect Director also represents NCSL on NASA's Landsat-D
Technical Users Working Group (TUWG). State recommendations on the Landsat-D
program have been expressed through this mechanism.
-9—
III, Co, ncl,usion
The NCSL Remote Sensing Project has been successful at providing
technical assistance on Landsat Technology to our nation's state legis-
latures. Table 4 lists selected project accomplishments.
Project activities are continuing during fiscal year 1980, Table 5
lists activities proposed for the following two fiscal years (1981 and
1982).
NCSL looks forward to continuing its relationship with the NASA
Technology Transfer Division. Project activities have helped to meet
legitimate needs of state legislators, staff and committees for information
and technical assistance in this vital new technology. Project recommenda-
tions have also met important NASA needs for feedback from state policy-
makers, program managers and other Landsat data users. Future project
emphasis on Hatural resource information systems technology will serve
to both broaden the legislative relevance of the project and put Landsat
into the context of operational natural resource information needs.
Landsat is not the answer to state information needs, but it certainly
is an extremely important "piece of the puzzle". This realization will
lead to increased and more intelligent use of Landsat at the state level.
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TABLE 5
PROPOSED FUTURE NRIS PROJECT ACTIVITIES
FY 81 - 82
I.	 Representation of State Interests
A. NRIS Task Force
1. Provide state perspectives to federal government
2. Review administrative actions and recommend any needed changes
B. Federal Data Coordination
1. Operational Earth Resources System
2. Five Agency Project - multi-resource inventories
3. National Aerial Photography Program
II. Technical Assistance in KRIS and NASA Technologies
A. Workshops and Committee Briefings - up to 16
1. Flexible, modular format
2. Peer matching and expert witnesses
3. Follow-up technical assistance
B. Information and Advisory Assistance - as requested
1.. Comparative state information
2. Policy studies and analyses
3. Clearinghouse role
4. Issue briefs on new technologies
C. PublI cati ons
1. Remote Sensing and NRIS newsletter
2. Continue current publications-
3. Landsat-D: A New Dimension in Earth Sensing
4. State Applications of NRIS and Landsat Technology
'	 t
APPENDIX A
Long Range Work Plan for the NCSL
Natural Resource Information Systems Project
October 1, 1980 - September 30, 1982
Prepared under Contract NASW-3230 by
Paul A. Tessar
NRIS Project Director
National Conference of State Legislatures
1405 Curtis Street, Suite 2300
Denver, Colorado 80202
September 21, 1979
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INTRODUCTION
Since 1976, the National Conference of State Legislatures has been involved
in a two way communications project under NASA sponsorship. The main emphasis of
the first three project years was on satellite remote sensing. By way of one com-
munications link - from the states to the federal government - the project looked
at potential state applications of Landsat a,id mrVe recommendations to NASA on how
to improve and transfer the technology, thereby representing legitimate state
interests in this valuable new tool. By way of the second link - from NASA to the
states	 the project provided information and advisory assistance to state legis-
latures on the capabilities, applications, limitations and costs of Landsat
technology.
In the fourth project year, beginning in the fall of 1979, the project empha-
sis and scope will be significantly expanded. The primary thrust will be on natu-
ral resource information systems, of which Landsat is but one - albeit vital -
input. A secondary thrust will be on applications of other NASA technologies
(non-remote sensing).
This enlarged scope, based on a feasibility study on project expansion
(Apendix A), is directed to better meet the needs of NCSL and NASA. NCSL manage-
ment felt that a focus on NRIS technology would increase the relevance of project
activities to state legislatures, while NASA management felt that increased use
of NRIS technology was crucial to increased usage of Landsat data. Technical assis-
tance on other NASA technologies was also seen as an important service to be pro-
vided to NCSL's constituents on behalf of the NASA technology transfer division.
The project is now at a crucial turning point. The foundation for redirection
of project activities will be laid during its fourth year. The fifth and sixth
project years will have to consolidate this foundation. The purpose of this long
range work plan is to outline the evolution of the project and the implementation
of the new directions laid out in the project expansion study.
w
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F OVERVIEW
The concept of a two way communications link will remain central to project
activities. NCSL will continue to represent state NRIS interests to the federal
government and provide technical assistance to state legislatures on NRIS and NASA
technologies. Table I contains an outline of a work plan to satisfy these objec-
tives. The remainder of this paper will discuss the proposed tasks in more detail.
TABLE I
Long Range Work Plan Outline
I. Representation of State Interests
A. NRIS Task Force
1. Provide state perspectives to federal government
2. Review and recommendation of administration actions
B. Federal Data Coordination
1. Operational Earth Resources System
2. Five Agency Project - multi-resource inventories
3. National Aerial Photography Program
II. Technical Assistance in NRIS and NASA Technologies
A. Workshops and Committee Briefings - up to 16
B. Information and Advisory Assistance - as requested
1. Comparative state information
2. Policy studies and analyses
3. Clearinghouse role
4. Issue briefs on new technologies
C. Publications
1. Remote Sensing and NRIS newsletter
2. Continue current publications
3. Landsat-D: A New Dimension in Earth Sensing
4. State Applications of NRIS and Landsat Technology
i
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REPRESENTATION OF STATE INTERESTS
NRIS Task Force
The NCSL Natural Resource Information Systems Task Force will.continue to
serve as the project "Board of Directors". State legislative perspectives will
be prepared in response to current and proposed actions by the Federal government.
The impacts of such federal actions on state government will be evaluated and
policy recommendations will be formulated and disseminated. Where appropriate,
task force recommendations will be reviewed and processed through the NCSL State-
Federal Assembly to become official NCSL positions.
Federal Data Coordination
Coordination of federal data collection and production activities is vital
to state interests. Such coordination will lead to increased compatibility and
usability of the data aviiilable to state users, and might lead to increased data
availability and decreased data cost. Project staff, under the guidance of the
NRIS Task Force, will represent state interests in federal data coordination
efforts such as the Operational Earth Resources System (OERS) and the Five Agency
Project on common classification systems and standard inventory procedures.
/ P'
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN NRIS AND NASA TECHNOLOGIES
Workshops and Committee Briefings
Workshops and committee briefings will continue to be a primary thrust of the
technical assistance program. Up to 16 workshops will be conducted during the two
year, period. Each workshop will be custom tailored to meet constituent needs in
both substantive focus and length. Subjects will range from general overviews of
NRIS and Landsat technologies to detailed reviews of specific applications. Work-
,...--.•-
shop length will vary from 30 minutes to a full day, depending on time available
and the exact subject matter to be covered.
Information and Advisory Assistance
The NRIS project will provide technical assistance to individual legislators,.
staff,. committees or task forces on NRIS and NASA technologies as requested. Com-
parativestate information, documentation of particular applications and policy
analyses will be provided or-developed as necessary. The project will thereby
serve as a national clearinghouse for state legislatures on NRIS technology. In
addition, issue briefs on new NASA-developed technologies will be prepared for dis-
tribution to legislative science and technology staff. The project will serve as
a technology broker, putting potential users in contact with NASA technical experts,
and providing assistance along the way.
Publications
The many project publications will continue to be an, important communications
tool. The Remate Sensing and NRIS • newsTetter wi 1 T coati nue at a grate of ei ght. ,,
issues per year. Other current publications will be distributed throughout the
project durstn,li ,n Tuding:
a Landsat: Down to Earth Views from Space
a A Legislator's Guide to Landsat
A Legislator's Guide to Natural Resource Information Systems
n<.
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• State Institutional and Technical Approaches to Landsat Utilization
• State Surface Mining Program Data Requirements
• State Coastal Zone Program Data Requirements
• State Water Quality Program Data Requirements
• Regional Workshop Proceedings
Two major publications will be prepared during the two year period covered by
this long range work plan. During the first year, a brochure entitled Land_	 sat-D:
A New Dimension in Earth Sensing will be prepared and distributed. The purpose
of this brochure will be to describe the technological improvements of the next
generation of Landsats and to discuss and illustrate new applications made possi-
ble by these advances. This booklet will be completed about six months before the
scheduled launch of Landsat-D.
During the second year of this plan, a publication entitled State Applications
of NRIS and Landsat Technology will be prepared and distributed. This report will
serve two purposes: To update the summary of state Landsat applications prepared
by NCSL for the ISETAP Landsat report, and to expand the scope of the summary to
include all NRIS applications
CONCLUSION
This long range work plan has charted a course for project activities in 1981
and 1982. The proposed activities, when completed, should further the missions of
both NCSL and NASA. The preparation of specific project proposals and statements
of work will, most likely, modify portions of this plan to reflect new NCSL or
NASA priorities which are not yet apparent. Nonetheless, this document will serve
as a basis for future project directions, allowing the mutually beneficial relation-
ship between NCSL and NASA to continue to evolve and grow.
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APPENDIX B
NASA CONTRACT NASW-3230
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXPANSION
OF THE
NCSL 'REMOTE SENSING PROJECT
PREPARED BY:
Paul Tessar and Ron Hogan
National Conference of State Legislatures
1405 Curtis Street, Suite 2300
Denver, Colorado 80202
March 23, 1979
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An examination of NASA technologies relevant,to state legislatures and a
review of potential project directions with NCSL Science and Technology staff and
Project TRAIN (Training Resources and Information Network) staff culminated in the
following three recommendations relating to the NCSL Remote Sensing Project. These
recommendations, if approved by NASA, would result in the future expansion of the
current NCSL project directed solely at Landsat technology and its legislative
applications. The rationale leading to each recommendation is also included.
Z. Expand the focus of the present NCSZ Remote Sensing Project to encompass
and center on natural resources information systems, of which remote sensing is but
one vital element.
A problem prevalent throughout the duration of the Remote Sensing Project has
been Landsat's peripheral legislative applicability when compared to the enormity
of state legislatures' problems in obtaining independent, timely, accurate and
relevant information for making policy relating 0 natural resources. This is
certainly not to say that either the project or Landsat is not worthwhile. On the
contrary, the project has generated a great deal of legislative interest in Landsat
technology. This interest in Landsat as a valuable informational cool, however,
has stimulated legislators in virtually every state the pro,ject'has worked with to
question the absence of any state-wide efforts to integrate and coordinate the myriad
of natural resources information scattered throughout numerous executive agencies.
Legislators simultaneously perceive a need for legislative access to this infor-
mation and a need to coordinate and integrate such information on a state-wide basis.
Often, the information required for legislative natural resource policy-making is
not readily available. Other times, legislators are inu!adated with so much informa-
tion that efforts to dig out the needed information severely hamper and even prevent
effective policy. With the preponderance of information which can be generated by
Landsat, legislators welcome the technology but express concern that another layer of
information, no matter how useful, will add to the existing labyrinth of data from
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which accurate, timely and relevant information necessary for effective legislative
i
policy-making must be drawn. In other words, the introduction of Landsat technology
to state legislators (not the mention the reverberations of Proposition 13) has
focused the attention on the lack of coordination and integration of natural resources
information generated by state agencies. None but a handful of states have mechanisms
designed to eliminate duplication of effort and create easy access to available infor-
mation.
The recommendation to expand NCSL's role to encompass natural resources informs-
tion systems is a logical step and would benefit state legislatures and states directly.
It also falls directly in line with NASA's increased emphasis on geo-based information
systems. Emphasis on Landsat would decrease slightly, but its utility within a natural
resources information system would certainly be stressed and state requested technical
assistance on Landsat would be pursued as vigorously as in the previous project.
2. Authorize the establishment of a eZearinghouse within the expanded project
directed toward natural resources information system& and other NASA technologies
which may be of ZegisZative interest-or have ZegieZative application.
An examination of NASA technologies reveals little of an operational nature to
warrant the expansion of the NCSL project at this time. However, there are numerous
technological developments within NASA that are of sufficient legislative interest
to warrant the establishment of a clearinghouse within the NCSL project for the
dissemination of information and issue briefs on these developments. Technologies
to be examined can be broken into two groups:
• Mainline, as opposed to spin off, technology.
• New technologies still under development. Some of these include:
• air and water quality :monitoring techniques;
• satellite tanker tracking;
• the vascular aquatic plant program;
• the activated carbon treatment system;
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e satellite search and rescue program;
energy conservation techniques;
• weather forecasting and monitoring programs; and
telecommunications.
Of these technologies, telecommunications appears to generate the most 'Legislative
interest and has definite potential for legislative applications. The others men-
tioned are of more interest to state executive agencies than to legislative bodies,
but legislatures still must have access to information and updates on these programs,
particularly when appropriations are requested. The establishment of a clearinghouse
within the project would provide a vital vehicle for disseminatian of such information.
3. Authorize a feasibility study to be performed on ZsgisZative appZications
of sate tZite telecommunications.
The status of telecommunications' programs within VASA and other federal agencies,
most notably the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, is under-
standably nebulous at this juncture. However, the legislative interest perceived
through NCSL's Project TRAIN is sufficiently strong enough to warrant recommending
the NCSL Remote Sensing Project to conduct a feasibility study on legislative appli-
cation of telecommunications. Potential areas of applications for satellite telecom-
munications in the legislatures include:
• Simultaneous broadcast of public policy programs by satellite to many state
legislatures.
Routine teleconferencing to enable legislatures to solve problems through
economical interstate communications.
• Crisis communication on topics such as energy, drought and flood.
• Special point-to-point broadcasts such as from the states to Washington, D.C..
Given the certainty of what the federal status of telecommunications will be within
the next year, or where the main responsibility for such programs will lie (NASA or
NTIA) it is felt that only a feasibility study is warranted presently.
-22-
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LANDS'Nr TASK FORCE MEETIN0.
The firia meeLing, of ,dt,SL't, Landnat Tank l'orce wan hold at NV81. hu adquaarterti in
Donver, Colorado, can Thurt,day, July 1.3, 1975, Twelve of than elg,hteen members of
the Task force were In attendanve, along, with ,1CS1, Remote Sensing, Project ntaff and
as reprvnentative of the Interg;overnmenLal Science, Engineering; and Technology Ad-
visory Panel (TSET'AP) .
The Task Force, chalr( , d by Senator Rolland I.edlin of Forth Dakota, focutied primar-
lly on developing, state Ieg;ltilative rovommendtttlt ►ns to Lhe AdminIntration, Cong,ren.,;
and NASA on how Landoat LeclaatoloP)v van be made more utaeful to state and lo yal g ov-
ernment. The , (, reeommendaatlono, when flnaalizod, will complement olmilar reportta
from ISI.TAP'n Natural R000urce and hnvironmental Task Force, chaired by Governor
Richard I}. Lamm of Coluraiilo, ait i as iaabc'i ►rimi tic £= of the : ., .1ce Al:pllcn V ion!= llozard (SAID
n Ludy ing, regional technolog y tmanri fer,
In order to coordinaaLe and compare efforttt, Leonard Slonky, aitaff wlirocLor for Chita
parLivular ISBT'AP Tank Vorce ) and Ropretaer ► taLive Tom Anderson of Mlchlg,an, member
of the ISET'AP Tank force, the NC91, Landtaat Task Force and the SAB subeommitteo, gave
a brief overview of the ISI.TAP report and the recommendations put forLh.
Following; thin discussion, the Task Force meml,ern reviewed, modified and expanded
the prvparc+i ;r 'ST, otaat y Ic'g,lnlaLlve rel'ttia►tmertdatitlnPi, tiCSL t;taaff It*, currently pre-
paring, as final draft which, upon aapm-ovaa^i by `Caatila Force members, will bo bent to the
appropriate n ►cfiiibern of the Carter Adtialnititraation, t'ong,rer;ti and :r'A:^A. 	 Coplc^ti of tine
report will be avallable from NCSL's Remote Sensing; ProlevL by late August.
The Task Force aloo considered and approved Lhe upcom:Ing, activit^os of the Remote
Sensing Project. For more information oil 	 Task Force and iL€i activities, please
contact Paul Teonar or Mary ",rbogast at NCSI, headquarters, (303) 623-6600.
NEW ASSIST=ANT DIRECTOR_IIIRE'D
Ronalu W. Hogan will be joining; the staff of the National Conference of State Legis-
latures on August 7 as Assistant Director for the Remote Sensing; Project, Ron will
be coming, to NCSL from the Oklahoma Slate Legislative Council, where lie served as
Senior Research Assistant with the Research Services Division. In this position, he
was instrumental in presenting Landsat technology to members of the Environmental
and Natural Resources Comm'ItLoes of the Oklahoma Log;islaature. His experience with
Landsat and the :inner workings of state legislatures should prove very valuable to
NCSL's Remote Sensing; Project.
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"Landnaat its an Important tvchnologv that In presently making, and can ro"tinuc to
make significant, often unique vontelbutionu to the informatinn bane required Ar
state and local government's maanaaggement of natural wbourev a," maid State Uprumcn-
tative Tom Anderson of Michigan wntifying, before the House HuRommitrev on Hpaary
Science and Applications (Committee on Science and Technology) on ,Juana 27, 1979.
Anderson went on to nay that "1.aandraat in now coast-effective for .a number of applica-
tions and will became more cost-effective in an Increasing number of a applicaationn."
Representative Anderson, a member of the NCSL L andNaat Tads Force and Solunvv and
Technology Comnitwo, appeared can behalf of the ISETAP Natural Revourve and Environ-
ment Tan% l7rNrvc.
Representative Anderoon'n testimony summarized the recent ZSETAP report State and
1.ot'Za^ Gcave_rnmvnt Porn aectivea on as i .aalali;at i faia ► ra?aaltitln .p vr a_ts'm.	 "TEairty°f ive f3tiatC'[1
ON` ► .sed Latidn.at =in 157 applications in the planning and management of natural re-
sourea s
	 Thirty-three nt.aten have Institutional mechaninmu which could facilitate
Land-
	 une. Ten states have purchaneca , budgeted or Ordered analysis equipment.
`helve st ates have 1,anduaar programs which are leg,inlaatively recognized by vnabling,,
aeninlation, upvvi,fiv a appropriaat'ionn or by rvnolution, Over 17 million dollars of
;,taste funds and state controlled Federally provided fund„ and nearl y 380 porNon-years
of staff time have beenInvented by Se estates," Anderson identified the main Von-
4atraintt> to tho ratatsa & use of E.andnaat an 1uclt of Federal commitment to data conti-
nuity and compatibility, data timelinens and inaQuaate Federal technology traannfer.
He stressed the need for a federal commitment,
Congressman Bon Fuqua (D-Florida) thanked Representative Anderson for appearing and
congratulated the Task Force "on a fine .job of a.anensing; the value of Landwaat to
state and local g overnmen n, identifying those factors which serve to inhibit the
.states' use of Laandaaat, and on maaki.ng, a number of specific reccaamendationn for Im-
proving; the Federal handout cay€at€am. Thin report will be unef,al to the Office of
Science and Technology Policy in making Federal l.andsat deQuiono and the Cong;reov
in evaluating those decisions.''
SFASAT-,A
"A new day in man's ability co view and investigate the oceans has dawned," vasld
Walt McCandless, Seasat Program Manager, referring, to the recent successful launch
of Seasat-A, the first satellite designed to study the oceans. Following; that launch,
the naatelli to is undergoing; a 30-day period of engineering evaluation, with scientif-
ic and applications development to commence immediately following;. With all sensors
turned on and all systems go, the new ocean survey satellite will circle. 00 earth
14 times as day and sweep across 95 percent of the ocean's surface every 36 hours.
Although it is primarily an experimental: satellite, within a few months it will be
used in limited commercial applications. According to an AP news release, major
areas of early Seasat data use will be in directing fishermen to more productive
fishing areas and routing; ships to save fuel and time.. Petroleum companies will
make early use of the information to obtain better weather and sea forecasts for
offshore drilling operations.
The satellite's microwave and infrared instruments will collect data day and night
in any type of weather. It is anticipated that the radar sensor on board the satel-
lite will also be useful for data-gathering over Lbe earth's land surfaces.
2-
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MARYLAND LANDSAT WORKSHOP
A Workshop on ttae Utilization of Satellite Data was sponsored by the Maryland Depart-
ment of State Planning during June. The Conference, aided by NCSL and NASA-Coddard,
was organized to acquaint various state ageneie, in Maryland with applications of
,tatelllte data in other ,Gates. Twenty-five representative: of legislative commit-
tees and ten Maryland agencies attended.
The program included presentations by: Paul Tessar, Director of the NCSL Remote Sell-
it	 sing Project; Ken Hansen of the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission;
.Tarry Schlesinger of the South Dakota Land Resources Information System; Peggy Harwood
of the Texas General. Land Office; and Wayne Chen and Darrell Williams of NASA-Goddard.
Topics covered included an overview of NASA's earth resource program, current state
Landttat applications, and Landsat applications Jn wildlife habitat, stripminini„ water
quality, coastal zone and forestry assessment.
Maryland, with the aid of NASA-Goddard's Regional Applications Center, is currently
developing computer software to integrate categorized Landsat data with their Depart-
ment of State Planning's automated geographic information system (MAGI). The system
has been used extensively by State Planning and other state agencies in a wide range
of comprehensive planning, natural resources, and facility siting studies. Maryland
was an investigator in the ERTS-1 program and is undertaking a series of demonstra-
tion projects including temporal land uses analysis and an inventory of liquid waste
holding ponds. For Further information, contact John Antenucci of the Maryland De-
partment of State Planning in Baltimore at (301) 383-2472.
OKLAllOMA COMMITTEE BRIEFING
On July 11, the NCSL Remote. Sensing Project, the Oklahoma Conservation Commission and
the Oklahoma Foundation for Research and Development Utilization, Inc., presented a
one-hour briefing on Landsat and geographic information'systems applications to the
Oklahoma State Legislative Council's Joint Interim Committee on Environmental and Nat-
ural Resources. The 1.5 legislators and 15 staff present heard Paul Tessar of NCSL
describe the Landsat system and its applications in Texas and North Dakota. Keith
Vaughn of the Conservation Commission described his agency's "208" water quality plan-
ning program's applications of Landsat. Jim Dawson of the Research and Development
Foundation discussed the Foundation's data base and Landsat capabilities.
The Commission and Foundation are currently involved in development of a Landsat
capability in consultation with NASA's Earth Resources Lab in Slidell, Louisiana.
For further information on the project, contact Keith Vaughn at (405) 521-2384.
NCSL ANNUAL MEETING CONCURRENT SESSION
"Reliable data, readily available for proper evaluation, enables the making of intel-
ligent decisions," stated David Ferguson, Secretary of the Texas Natural Resources
Information System, at the State Uses of Satellite Remote Sensing Concurrent Session
of NCSL's 1978 Annual Meeting. Approximately 20 were in attendance at the meeting,
held Friday, July 7, and heard presentations by Ferguson, Paul Tessar of NCSL, Leonard
Slosky of ISETAP, Dr. Don Shull, Virginia Legislative Scientific Advisor, Dr. John
Reid of the North Dakota Regional Environmental Assessment Program (REAP) and Thomas
Loveland of the South Dakota State Planning Bureau. Cassette tapes of the session
are available from Eastern Audio Associates, Inc., in Maryland, (301) 596-3900.
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NCSL COMMUNICATION TOOLS AVAILABLE
The NCSL Remote Sensing, Project has recently completed or updated the following
communications tools:
A^I,cgislator's Gu ide t o Landsat, 30 pages. A non-technical introduction
to Landsat technology for legislators, staff and other policy-makers.
Major sections of the booklet include:
• The Importance of Landsat to State Government
• Landsat Overview
• Landsat Applicntions
• Institutional Approaches to Landsat
• Future of the Landsat Program
• Landsat Information Sources
• Summary and Conclusions
Landsat in the States. A 30-minute slide/tape presentation on state uses
of satellite remote sensing. Topics coverod include:
• Natural Resource Data Needs
• Basics of Landsat
• Case Studies of Landsat Applications in Texas and North Dakota
• Overview of State Approaches to Landsat Utilization
• The NASA Regional, Remote Sensing Applications Program
Landsat: Down to _Barth Vi Law, From Spzcc, 12 pages. A brochure which briefly
introduces state applications of Landsat technology and information sources.
Copies of the booklet or brochure may be obtained, free of charge, from:
NCSI. REMOTE SENSING PROTECT
1405 Curtis Street, Suite 2300
Denver, Colorado 80202
Those interested in borrowing the slide/tape presentation should contact Paul Tessar
or Mary Arbogast at (303) 623-6600.
i
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TEXAS/NAS,,k TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECT
The Texas Natural Resources Information System (TNRIS) Task Force and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) rucently approved a joint project for im-
provement of existing capabilities, and the development of new capabilities, within
TNRIS for the processing and analysis of remote sensing and other natural resources
data. This thrae. a-var effort is defined in a Memorandum of Understanding and a Pro-ject Plan, which include the objectives, or ganization, schedule, funding and other
0aspects of the Project, An Implementation Plan, a Data Collection Plan and other
mechanisms are currently being developed to provide for Project "I nitiation and moni-
toring. This type of program in NASA is called an Applications Systems Verification
and Transfer (ASVT).
The capabilities to be developed include three ma,-,or Subsystems: The Remote Sensing
Information Subsystem, oriented around the processin g; and analysLs of sate.JlJ.LV ima g-
ery, aircraft imagery, and related surface-collected data; the Geographic Information
Subsystem, Resources Analytical Subsystem, oriented around computer-aided modeling
and assessment routines. For purposes of this Project, the overall capabilities,
accessible individually or in concert, will be known as the Texas Natural Resources
Inventory and Monitoring System,
The Project offers the opportunity to establish a substantial capability for genera-
ting various products on a routine basis or on request to support natural resources
plannin g , management and other decision-making and state agency needs. A primary ob-
jective of this effort is to develop products and information which directly support
the decision-making process in the participating agencies and not just materials which
show the "potential" of some data source or analytical approazh. To this end, a User
Advisory Group was established which provides direct input from the natural resource
agencies to the Project Team which will be generating selected products for use in
developing, testing and evaluating the system.
The initial focus for test and evaluation of the capabilities will be in a selected
test area of the Coastal Zone with test areas in other parts of the state to follow.
The User Advisory Group currently consists of representatives from those TNRIS member
agencies having responsibilities and interests in the coastal region of the state.
For example, support to the General Land Office's Coastal Management Program will be
an important part of the initial work on the project.
This joint effort between NASA and the TNRIS participating agencies, supported by the
TNRIS staff, offers a unique opportunity to si gnificantly improve the state's ability0
to utilize remote sensing and natural resources data to support on-going agency needs
within the Coastal Zone and elsewhere. For additional information on the project,
contact Sam McCulloch of TNRIS in Austin, Texas, at (512) 475-3321.
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NEW JERSEY LANDSAT INFORMATION SYSTEM
The New Jursey Division of State and Regional Planning has integrated Landsat data with
computerized maps of the State's political jurisdictions and watersheds. This state-
wide informatfon system is used to provide land cover information to decision-makers
in a context to which they can easily relate. A system of interactive, English-dialok-ue
computer programs permits planners and natural resource managers to analyze Landsat
data for any of the state's 567 municipalities, 21 counties and 118 watersheds.
These data are currently being used to provide land cover maps and acreage statistics
for water quality planning purposes. Five counties and parts of several others, com-
prising 2694.45 square miles, have been mapped in eight categories:
• forest	 • high density urban	 • wetland
• vacant/pasture	 • low-density or suburban
	
• surface water
• cropland	 • barren/extractive/bare soil
The mapping pin-pointed severe deficiencies in conventional data sources. Convention-
al sources report harvested cropland rather than the planted acreage. Conventional
data for barren/extractive activities were not available, Other conventional sources
were similarly unreliable, and the conventional acreage totals could not be reconciled
with the actual land areas of the counties.
The Landsat data suffered from none of these problems, since acreage measurements were
ensured for all parts of the counties, and the data were internally consistent. The
date of the imagery chosen, however (July 1976), caused some confusion between certain
bare soil types and urbanization in the southern portion of the state. Utilizing
Landsat's multi-temporal capability should enable the Division of reduce this problem.
The state will be expanding its use of Landsat by obtaining interactive computer
graphics equipment and using the categorized data as input to various modeling proces-
ses. In addition, merging the remote sensing data with demographic information, which
can also be displayed by municipality, will provide a powerful graphic tool for deci-
sion-making. For further information, contact Richard Binetsky, Chief of Regional
Planning, at (609) 292-8916.
RECENT FEDERAL ACTIONS TOWARD OPERATIONALIZING LANDSAT
State and local government officials are not alone in their efforts to prod the Carter
Administration into moving the Landsat program from the ex p erimental to the fully-
operational stage. Congressional hearings on the prospects of Landsat were held last
year in both houses, and this year U.S. congressional committees, such as the Senate
Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee, as well as individual congressmen,
	 t
such as Rep. Don Fuqua, D-Fla., have recommended that the government consider moving
toward an operational system.
According to an article on Landsat in the July 22, 1978 issue of "National Journal",
pressure from Congress to obtain an immediate decision from the Administration, how-
ever, is somewhat less intense this year since the Administration is in the middle of
reviewing U.S. space policy. President Carter has appointed Frank Press, Presidential
S cience Advisor and, Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, to chair
an interagency policy review committee for space programs.
Press's committee is charged with conducting a wide-ranging review of civilian space
programs, which is where Landsat fits in. The committee requested input from the
states regarding their experiences with Landsat and their recommendations for change.
Via the Intergovernmental Science, Engineering and Technology Advisory Panel (ISETAP),
-2-
an advisory group to Press's office, the atates responded to the committee'i request
and presented it with very strong arguments in favor of operatiunalizing the Landsat
program, (See Remote Sensin g , Vol, 1, Nos. 6 and 7, and Vol, 2, Nos. 2 and 3)
Additionally, as part of the policy review of the U.S. space program being conducted
by the Space Policy Review Council, a subcommittee has been formed to study the civil
,.itellite program which will include the evaluation of converting Landsat to a fully-
.)4rational program. While indications within the Carter Administration and the Con-
,;ress appear to favor a full-scale, operational Landsat program, a move in this direc-
tion has not yet been made.
NCSL ACTIVITIES
The NCSL Remote Sensing Project participated in three state Landsat meetings during
the month of August. On the 10th, the project, in cooperation with Oregon Landsat
users, presented a 90-minute briefing on state Landsat water resource applications to
the Oregon Subcommittee on Water Policy of the Joint Committed on Trade and Economic
Development. Paul Tessar of NCSL, Ken Hansen of the Department of Land Conservation
and Development, and Steve Brutscher of the Department of Water Resources participa-
ted in the briefing.
On August 15-16th, the California Environmental Data Center (CEDC) and the Remote
Sensing Project cosponsored the California Conference on Intergovernmental Data Coor-
dination. The sessions featured several panel discussions on federal, state and lo-
cal data coordination efforts. An introduction to Landsat technology and its appli-
cations in the states was presented by Paul Tessar, Tom Loveland of the South Dakota
Land Resources Information System and Charles Palmer of the Texas Natural Resources
Information System described their states' experiences in applying Landsat derived
*
	
	
information. Approximately 100 representatives of the legislature, federal, state
and local agencies, the universities and the private sector were in attendance.
j
	
	 On August 22, the University of South Carolina, the Land Resources Conservation Com-
mission, the Division of Research and Statistical Services, and NASA cosponsored a
conference on Remote Sensing Applications in South Carolina. Topics covered in the
►^ sessions included a general orientation to Landsat, specific areas of use, a discus-
sion of what other states are doing, a review of what South Carolina has done, and a
look to the future.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
September 16-18 International Educators Nimbus-G Conference; Santa Maria, CA.
Contact: B. M. Donahoe, NASA Ames Research Center, (415) 965-5544.
September 20-21 Conference on Thermal Infrared Sensing Technology in Energy Conser-
vation Programs; Chattanooga, TN. Contact: William D. French,
American Society of Photogrammetry, (703) 534-6617.
October 10-12
	
	
Fourth Pecora Symposium - Remote Sensing and Wildlife Management;
Sioux Falls, SD. Contact: Dr. Michael E. Berger, National Wildlife
Federation, (202) 797-6881.
October 23-26
	
	
The Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) Symposium; Houston,
TX. Contact: Beverly Cumpton, (713) 845-5711.
-3-
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ALASKA LEGISLATURE REACHES OUT
Alaskans who hunt and fish for
their meals and for sport were .agitated
over legislative proposals which would
affect their wav of life.
Some 100 of them testified, pro
and con, on the bills, but they didn't
have to travel to the capitol in hard-to.
reach Juneau.
Instead, they went to nearer cities
with centers for the Legislative Tele•
conference Network.
There, the witnesses gathered in a
hearing room and gave their testimony
through an intercom-like device which
transmitted to a Juneau legislative
hearing room.
The Legislative Teleconference Net-
work connects five cities to Juneau
through microwave and satellite com-
munications. The network is a ded-
icated, closed, circuit system. For
covering vast distances in Alaska, it
works better than radio or telephone.
Although the network primarily is
audio, video transmissions have also
been used on several occasions, en-
abling witnesses at the remote centers
and legislators in Juneau to view each
other.
The Legislative Teleconference Net-
work was established on the recom.
mendation of a task force created by
the 1977 legislature to improve com-
munications with remote areas.
The effort received a $93,000 ap-
propriation, with the task force using
about $13,000.
During the 1978 session, the net.
work has been used for more than
50 teleconferences. Legislative com-
mittee chairmen are enthusiastic about
the network, rebt)rts Peter Fromuth,
network coordinator for the Alaska
Legislative Affairs Agency.
A bill passed by the house and be-
fore the senate would double the net-
work's capacity next year, Fromuth
said.
The biggest turnout of witnesses
using the network was for the bills af-
fecting subsistence living !those who
fish and hunt for daily needs ► .
Large numbers of witnesses also
used the sy stem for hearings idn muni-
cipal revenue sharing and Mate .tie] ?tJ
special education, Fromuth adder.
Ylany of those giving testimon y via
the network wouldn't have testified if
they had to travel to Juneau, Fromuth
said.
The network has also cut down on
the need for some committee travel,
Fromuth noted.
In addition to transmitting legis-
lative testimon y , the network is also
used for conducting dail y business
between the Legislative Affairs Agency
in Juneau and its officos in rhree ether
cities.
Executive branch agencies have also
used the network for such functions as
a meeting of regional public heaith
nurses.
The Legislative Teleconference Net-
work is one of the most successful but
not the first legislative effort to reach
out to remote areas.
In the 1977 session, the legislature
used a radio and toll-free teiephone	 ;.
call-in system for receiving testimony.
But technical and procedural problems
arose with it, Fromuth said.	 c
&Ams to June l — Legislators in Juneau can eommumcare xross vast distances
	 Reprinted from S T A T F
with citizens n iive other vasRa cities through the Legislative 'elecontorence
Vetwork'smrelliteuno microwave technoiogy.
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ARIZONA RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM
In 1972, the Arizona legislature n,tablishod the Arizona Resources Information system
(ARTS) in order to improve Arizona's capabilities to support land and natural resource
management at all levels of state and local government. The basic goal of the program
was to provide organizational and technological capacity and scientific, competence for
the analysis and evaluation of land .alternatives, resource development and environ-
mental protection. ARTS was charged with Maintaining and developing methods of pro-
viding data for natural resource areas such	 soil conservation and classification;
food production, forecast, storage and disposal; irrigation management; disease and
pest prevention and control; forest protection, logging, regeneration; range inventory
and improvement; wildlife control and endangered species protection; mineral and fuel
inventory, exploration, forecast and pricing; land use and natural resource inventory;
land evaluation; water resources inventory and management; development of regional land
use plans, etc.
The first major source of remotely sensed data utilized in the ARTS Program was multi-
spectral photographic images acquired primarily from special aerial cameras. With the
advent of the Landsat program, a now and highly prolific source of multispectral image
data was suddenly available. The extensive multispectraldata collected from Landsat-2
launched in January of 1975, the data collected from Landsat-1, projected data from
Landsat-3, -D and -D', and vast amounts of data from airborne multispectral cameras and
multispectral scanners are a gigantic data bank available for processing by ARTS per-
sonnel. The rapidly increasing number of users throughout state and local. go o rnment
recognize this growing bank of image data as an invaluable tool in the management of
Arizona's land and resources. Applications cut across almost every conceivable disci-
pline. The data can be used to classify and measure crops, show urban land usage, mea-
sure specific land areas, relate economic activity, locate geological features, evalu-
ate water resources and perform almost any task falling in the province of future po-
tential revenue producing resources. Based on the assumed continued availability of
Landsat imagery, Arizona could advance into a more ambitious program of mapping their
land and natural resources more effectively.
All sectors in Arizona are utilizing remotely-sensed data, particularly Landsat.
The state agencies using Landsat for various planning and management activities are:
State Land Department, Arizona Game & Fish Department, Office of Economic Planning and
Development; Arizona Water Commission; and Arizona Oil & Gas Conservation Commission.
The major use of remotely-sensed information by counties and towns is in the areas of
land use and potential use. It is also used by government groups to set up regulations
for land use and to enforce its compliance. These tools have been a major help in con-
trolling runaway development of land in the last lO years.
The major use by federal agencies is in the production of land inventories - inventorie
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used to determine the impact of various ongoing and proposed projects on the environ-
ment. Federal agencies who are active users of ARTS-derived information include; Do-
partmont of Agriculture, Crop and Livestock Reporting Service and Soil Conservation
Service; Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management and Geological Survey;
National Park Service; and National Forests, The private sector uses the information
in the design pha.s o of almost every project involving land use, and to evaluate the Im-
pact of the projects upon the environment. The benefit to these users lies in the area
of cost and time savings through the elimination of costly ground survey phase: of land
management projects.
The major benefit to state government Is in providing nound Information is a base for
policy and regulative decisions. It provides the justification for regulative actions,
and has been used to provide information rind problem definition for legislative actions.
ARTS, using Landsat and the compositing methods now known, can provide the capability
of far greater understanding of the tremendous complexities of the future of Arizona
and the needs of its governmental agencies. There is no doubt that such data is one
of the most critical information keys to understanding Arizona's morphology and chang-
ing growth. For further information on the ARIS project, please contact Dr. Michael
Castro of ARTS at (602) 271-4061 in Phoenix, Arizona.
MINNESOTA_; LAND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION CENTER (11110)
The 1977 session of the Minnesota State Legislature created a Land Management Informa-
tion Center within the State Planning Agency. This action brought into the state gov-
ornment G­ystom the Minnesota Land Management Information System (MLMIS) which was for-
merly housed at * the University of Minnesota. The new Information Center is composed
of three sections - MLMIS, an applications assistance group called PLANS, and a Mapping
and Remote Sensing Information Center (MARSIC). The present LMIC staff is composed of
seven professional staff members and eight student interns.
The purpose of LMIC is to centralize and analyze data on M • nnesota's resources. Three
statewide grid data files have been developed - a forty acre file with detailed resource
information, a 25 square kilometer system with more generalized resource information
and a file based on the 7-and-1/2-minute grid of the U.S.G.S. topographic maps which is
used to generate future mapping priorities. More detailed studies are also conducted
oil a project basis using 2.5 acre grid cells. All of these data files are manipulated
by a software system called Znvironmental Planning and Programming Language (EMPL),
developed to retrieve data in tabular, statistical, map or computer file form.
Since LMIC became operational in Angust of 1977, it has responded to data requests from
over 200 agencies including the Legislature, governmental agencies at all levels (state,
federal, regional, county, local), private industries, public interest groups and pri-
vate citizens. Services were provided on an at-cost basis to over 40 agencies, with
most of the data base development cost covered by state appropriations. In addition,
ten agencies have committed staff to use the State system and/or data in their Specific
resource management study areas.
On August 21, 1978, Wayne Chen and Jim Weber of NASA's Eastern Regional Applications
Center gave a presentation on Landsat applications to approximately 20 interested per-
sons. Because of the interest in applying Landsat to state operational issues, LMIC
will continue to explore Landsat technology, work on ways to develop a Landsat service
center in Minnesota and ultimately develop a means to merge Landsat data with MLMIS.
For further information on LMIC, please contact Al Robinette, Director, LMIC, at (612)
296-1211.
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LANDSAT IN MISSISSIPPI
The use of Landsat data in Mississippi has been a cooperative effort of the state uni-
versities and federal, state and local agencies,. The development of this project as a
,joint effort liar; been necessitated by budgetary considerations and the organization of
state government, The major utilization of Landsat data will be accomplished through
its incorporation into a geographically referenced state data management system.
The Mississippi Landsat program is a portion of the second part of a two-phase land
resource inventory and analysis program begun in September of 1973. The Mississippi
Research and Development Center, National Aeronautics and Spade Administration, and
several substate planning districts; participated in the project. The first phase of
this program was the production of 1,425 township maps covering the entire state, each
delineating up to 51 categories of manually interpreted Land use and ,land cover data.
These maps were derived from NASA high altitude imagery.
The second phase is the development of a statewide data base and land use analysis
system, The U. S. Soil Conservation Service, assisted by the Research and Development
Center, is now encoding this land use data and soil survey data to produce the first
two levels of information in the state data base. This UTM-referenced system will be
incorporated into the Research and Development Center's in-house Landsat processing
system (a batch-oriented system). Presently, the Center, with technical, assistance
from NASA, is in the process of adding an automatic classifier and a geographic refer-
ence program to this system.
Presently, the Landsat system is being used primarily in the development of HUD 701 re-
gional planning functions. In addition, it is being used iii the classification of
land cover in portions of the state's coasV4 region. This classification, in combi-
nation with data moaeling systems, will assist in determining the impact of on-shore
development caused by outer continental shelf development.
A multi-agency study was conducted in the state's largest wildlife habitat area for the
purpose of determining the carrying capacity of the whitetail deer for the area. This
project involved the utilization of a data base which included land cover, soils and
crown coverage. Landsat has also been utilized in a limited manner in 208 planning in
one area of the state.
A Landsat-assisted study of Washington County was undertaken which incorporated soils
data in conjunction with Landsat classification of crops to project crop suitability per
soil class and estimat& yields per acre, This project provided very accurate results.
For further ;information on Landsat activities in Mississippi, please contact Eddy
Downing at (601) 982-6339, or Paul Davis at (601) 982-6354. ,
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
October 10-12	 Fourth Pecora Symposium - Remote Sensing and Wildlife Management;
Sioux Falls, SD. Contact: Dr. Michael E. Berger, (202) 797-6881.
October 23-26	 The Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) Symposium; Houston,
TX. Contact: Beverly Cumpton, (713) 845-5711.
November 7-10	 National Symposium on Wetlands; Orlando, FL. Contact Dr. Phillip E.
Greeson, U. S. Geological Survey, W.R.D., National Center, Mail
Stop 412, Reston, VA, 22092.
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LANDSAT AND , OKLAHOMAIJATr?,. T( UAL ITX PLANNING
"Our involvement in the development of the statewide water gvallty management plan
for Oklahoma caused us to look for a tool to assess the nonpoint sources of pollution,"
said Leonard Solomon, Executive Director of the Oklahoma Conservation Cotmrtisnion.
lie continued, "With the time constraints for completion of the plan, Land,13at was the
most logical choice we could inane."
Nonpoint sources of pollution area diverse in nature and the entire land s urface must
be considered when assessing the severity of water quality problems related to nonpoint
sources. In Oklahoma, this involves approximately 44,5 million acres.
Several other pieces of information in addition to Landsat imagery were needed to com-
pletely assess nonpoint sources of water pollution in the state. These included soils
data, roadside erosion, sanitary landfill locations, topographic features, watershed
boundaries and rainfall. information. Literally, mountains of statistics and calcula-
tions are involved.
The mass of information necessitated the use of computers to manipulate the various
pieces of data. A contract was negotiated with the Oklahoma Foundation for Research
and Development Utilization, Inc.for computer services. Also, the foundation acquired
an interactive display system to process the Landsat computer compatible tapes. This
enables the Conservation Commission to use the soils information furnished by the Soil
Conservation. Service to complement the Landsat imagery.
At the present time, plans are being developed for the 59 stream segments in the state.
Landsat is being used to update vegetative cover changes which helps identify areas
that may be contributing to the pollution of streams. Further use of Landsat is anti-
cipated in monitoring water duality after best management practices to control nonpoint
sources of pollution are installed.
"We have received assistance from the Earth Resources Lab, Slidell, LA; Johnson Space
Flight Center, Houston, TX; Soil Conservation Service, Stillwater, OK, and others in
getting this data base established," said Solomon. "Without this help the system would
not be in operation today." For further infer-oration on the project, contact Keith
Vaughn of the Oklahoma Conservation Commission at (405) 521-2384 in Oklahoma City.
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IM01ARY Ig' NCSL LANDS AT TASK, VORCQ RMOMMENDATIONS
The NCSL Landsat Task Force, chaired by Senator Rolland Redlin of North Dakota ) ro-
cently compiled and distributed a report detailing the revommendationo on Landsat
technology which they feel are necessary for the states to fully reap the benefits
from satellite remote sensing. These recommendations are divided into two cate-
gories and a brief summary of each recommendation follows:
Pot llyJ Instigation l _ Rec"mmenmdatlownys
1. The Task Force feels the Aderal government should make a firm commitment to
assure the continuity of Landsat data and the federally run Landsat program.
2.
The 
Task Force believes that a configuration of satellites Is needed to assure
data continuity in the event of Wel?'ce failure. At least one, and prefer-
ably two backup satellites should be available on the ground to assure opera-
tion over a number of years.
3.
The Task Force feels the federal government should recognize the importance of
involving governors and state legislators In technology transfer efforts.
4. Since state and local agencies having responsibilities in the natural resource
and environmental areas represent a large and important segment of the current
and potential Landsat user community and their involvement in such Is vital,
the Task Force strongly recommends that the federal government make a commit-
ment to prior consultation With the state and local governments in all federal,
Landsat policy and technical decisions.
5. The Task Force believes the federal government should increase funding for Land-
sat technology transfer activities. A coordinated program of orientation,
training, demonstration projects and on-going technical assistance must be com-
plemented by research and development of now, practical applications and tech-
nological updates.
6. The Task Force believes that federal agencies, who have generally not been sup-
portive, should be encouraged to use Landsat to meet their own data needs and
to work with their state counterparts to collect and utilize Landsat data as
appropriate. Federal agency use is likely to stimulate state use.
7. The Task Force strongly recommends that the federal government designate a
lead agency to deal with Landsat matters.
8. The Task Force believes the involvement of the private sector is crucial to
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the success of the T.andaaL program and feels there are nevoral potential arean
to which they can contribute,
J.	 The Task Force feels that universities and other institutions of higher educa-
tion will continde tobe valuable in anointing states in the use of LandnaLo
State agencies should utilize university expertise to the extent possible in
the development of state programs.
10. The Task Force recommends that the federal government recognize Landfliat an a
'public good' and encourage its use. It should also recognize the nonquanri-
fiablo nature and incremental bonefio of better information for natural re-
source decision-making provided by LandnaL.
11. The Task Force recognizes the Landsat-1) program, Frith improved Thematic dapper
capabilities, as a post0e step.
12. The Task Force recommends that Landnat data products be. in the handr, of wero
within 2 weeks of ordering. Also ) an etuorgency access system Of data delivery
(24-48 hours) during natural or man-caused disasters should be implemented,
13. The Task Force recommends that Landsat data be considered a pliblic service and
all research and development, data acquisition, preprocessing ) archiving and
cataloging be considered a federal expense, with the price to state and local
users limited to the cost of data reproduction and distribution.
Technical Recommendations
1. The Task Force recommends the federal, government implement and maintain all all.
digital ground data handling system to provide a. reasonable Capability for
rapid, repetitive data acquisition and dissemination capable of supporting a
variety of applications.
2. The Task Force believes the current and planned selection of Landsat data pro-
ducts are adequate to states as baseline products.
3. The Task Force feels that future data should be compatible with existing infor-
mation.
4. The Task Force believes the service-oriented Landsat system should be comple-
mented by a continuing, research and development program for remote sensing
technology.
5. The Task Force feels that generally applicable softwareshould be developed
in a centralized operation and then distributed through a software library to
the interested users.
6. The Task Force recommends that rapid, convenient access to suitable browse files
be continuously available and that an NCIC state affiliate in each state would
be a viable method of improving state and local access to data.
7. The Task Force recommends that the Department of Defense declassify military
aircraft and satellite remote sensing, data of the U.S. to the fullext extent
possible, consistent With natural security concerns,
For more information on the NCSL Landsat Task Force and its report, please contact
Paul Tessar of the NCSL Remote Sonsing Project in Denver at (303) 623-6600.
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LAND A`I' APPLICATIONS IN t1REGMN
Landeat data aanralyr,ita it, at t .,ontinuing; au-tivity in Oregon rara work In beginning tin
the ov(^ and of two three-year pro)v t-tt, to uti_llov oatt'llit y
 r£'mt ► tv nent;ing, tcohnolog!V
for natural renotirc£t planning) and m ►nag*Wmcant. The haandtiaat Applivationt, Progtra l?I (I.All
It; funded by the Vaaciflc Northwent Rc"g,it ►nal Commit,t,lon (1'ii11,C), vonprIned of thi s Gover-
nor'n of Idaho, Oregon and Wat,hing,ton.
In the fall of 1974, hNttt`, rut-og,ni;-ed the tremcndout, potential an well rat, provvn
p ap a ►bility of tho Landsat nyotem, at, as tot ► 1 to be 11"a'd in rot,ourt-e planning, and ttia ►n,ag c-
meat. At that time,, tit(-, Governort, funded ,a prog;ranr from 1975 to 1978 t-allvd the Land
lIcn aureen Inventory Demoluttratlon Project (LRIPD). Valuable nuppon wan, alto providod
to the LRI11 11, at, Well at, the LAP, by Lhe tESMS EROS' and (4-og,rat)hy Program., ; and tht} 'NASiA
Amet, llenv arch Center. The overall goal Of the 1,11.01) was to provide accuratv & t=urrvnt
natural resources and land cover information upon which to boot, plaanning, aat-tiv1t1vn and
management det=it,iono in the Pacific NorthWt,t. A primary objealve of Chit, project waat,
to provide an opportunity to at varlety of ronourvc nlranning, and 111;inag,£'.n£'nt agent-Ion In
Idaho, Oregon and Washington to extract, ut,e, and evaluate Information dorived from
satellite multiapoetral data and outer remote oenoing, t,t ►urcon,
Single and multi-ag,eney demonstration projects were} Funded in as variety of dlnei-
plines and dispersed throughout they throe-otate region. In Oregon, e1g,ht t,epaarate
pro,jeas have boon undertaken in t,o, i fieldt, at, forestry, ag,riculturet, wildlife habi-
tat, w..Ler resources,, urban and rural land cover, surface mining,, and noxious, weeds.
Because of the suctcest, of the three-year LRIPb, the Regional Commission hats agreed to
support the current Landsat Applications Program.
t)reg,tnt LAP activities have been planned largely by r,tate agency representatives
who particlpated in I.RTDP in 1975-78. Emphasis in choice of projects In placed oaf agen-
cy participation in developing products that will serve the agencies' operational needs
including need for updating the information babe in the near future. Three applicatiola
projectS and two train ing/educaaLion activities tare the result of first-year planning; in
Oregon.
The Oregon Water Rcoourceo Departm011t w111 analyze 15 of Oregon's 18 drainage
basins for land use activity, compute, acreage statistics for each land use and prepare
interpretation aids for subsequent updating;. The land use categories include irrigated
and non-irrigated agricultural land, forest land, range land, urban lard, water bodies
and special. areas (barren land, laai a flows and wotlands) . The data acquired will. be
used by the Oregon Water Policy Review Board in maintaining policies on water use.
Since irrigation is the greatest single use ol water, the location and umount of i,rrl-
Sated and potentailly irrigable land is an important; data base..
Crook County Planning Department cooperatively with U.S. Forest Service:, Ocho£;o
National Forest, Bureau of Land Management, Prineville District and Oregon State Uni-
versity Extension Service have proposed as resource inventory of vegetation/land use
for Crook County and the Ochoco-Crooked River Plaaini.ag Unit of the Och.oeo National
forest which lies outside Crook County. Products of the .joint analysis endeavor in-
clude a mapped and statistical inventory of vegetation/land use which meet the require-
ments of the Statewide PLanning Goals and Guidelines and can bas updated at suitable
intervals in the future. Some 21 classes of agriculture, forestry and rangeland re-
sources including water, alkaline soils and e%posed rock or barren soils will be sought.
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife iota planning; to map habitats for the
Bridge Crock and South Pork Walla Walla elk herds in the Blue Mountaings of northeastern
Oregon. They will analyze digital Landsat data, deriving vegetation composition as well
-3-- 
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100,000 acre!;,	 Ret,eart-h I'Indingrn Will Llien Ile lnvorporaated Into ells ht rd m anag,onotit
prtag,ramrs.
	 With avetirate Icllowledg,e ill habitat.", t>1Il'G; t-an determine Impart-tts of elimatic
iori-ii lia vetit p r.at'r I vi . ,r i and voItimc , t1 I n tint Ing porml t + on t' j l'. popuIat Ion,
The Eilviranmontal Remote hentalug, App] Iva' ltrnta Laboratory of tlrol ,'on :Mato I'niver-
illty itl rtinoldered to be the primary
 prtivider of Landn at dataanalynai., ror tire,, ,,on LAP
avt Ivi t I e,a. t;ontleguently, a worlalhop will bcr eimdut-t.ed at I,IISAIJOS1 1
 Computer Canter
alined at famlllalrli.ing, tlreg;otl LAP partiolpantn with the PIXSy I d1pitail data analvt,ira
tayotom. Pertain noI from otate and vouuty a g'vnrlea, deal ing, wi th natural rv:.ourvonr wi I I
be the primary a ucliont'c' for the	 n aetaaitln,
	 Through locturetl, delmmratratlonna,
"han(N—on 11 4'Y.I14'ri('n('!', ex linlnat ion of vanes n3tlldll't3 and dlt;t'li"I"lolina t11` revelit develoll-
menu; in remote t viinlim toolinolog,y, approximately 20 Worlstillop attendee"; will ht-voult . ac-
quainted with the potolitlal to Invorporalte the 11no of remotely , ;em;ed data In thell'
resource management at'tivltieta.
	 Iilnphatllta will be toil iilLegiraitlilg! Ole ll!le of Lolnd,'aat
data with other data nourvvn In order tr maxiari„e flexibilit y of oxtrarting lilforrlation
t,ulted to specific informaLlOn ueatla,
A vourile entltled Remote Sentaing ill Ilesourve Analyarl, , a will be offered at tirog,oil
SLatt I.lnlvernl ty three time-n tlslrIng; LAP. Att.ondainve will be mot,Lly bV underg;radtlaty
and graduate st-tidenu i form variom; departanelitta, foretitry, rang,elaild rt'o(mr4'e`), crop
andcol l tas^fc^nrc+, g,t'tllug,', g,t^tll r,apli^ f , Ilntalny, +^ivll eng;lnet-ringt, f it,li alnt1 i y i till lfe.
It Is probable that such a ctlurme will build up the pilot of tttudetat'.na trained In rc'mott.
nentlilip, Who may eventually arrellL .ONO In the PavIfle Northwest.
The above Inventory /applIvat loll and trailling,/educaLlon pro,jet'tu have been fmlded
with firA-y(.ar LAP moticy. It should tae noted that planning ira already underway; for
future LAP activitten in Oregon. The uovond year Will taring a voilLinuatlon of the
Water Resources, Pro .jecL, m well as contiideratlon of various potential pro,jevtt. in
-
hluding,: elk liabitatn in the (ventral Coast Mange, fire control planning; in nilrLll-
eanLorn Oregon, surfat'e "nine lnVenLory and moni t , ol'.l1lg; In the WIl l;lnlettl' Val li"y, sa"ac
ag,tiaii!y a administrator'n, workshop, and voUnty planner's workshop. For further Informa-
tion rontalct, Ken Hanson at. ('303) 378-2975 In Salem, Oregon.
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IOC-T %' S LANDSAT DEMONSTRATION AND RVALUATION PR0JECT
The evaluation of potential soil erosion is the principle subject of a project
designed yy Iowa agencies to investigate the utility of Landsat data for state resource
problems. Other subjects include evaluating land use, wildlife habitat and proposed
transportation corridors. Personnel. from the Iowa Departments of Agricul.turo, Soil Con-
servation, and Transportation, the Iowa Conservation Commission, the Iowa Geological
Survey, Iowa State University and the U.S. Soil Conservation Service are participating.
This Landsat: demonstration project is made possible as a result of NASA's Regional
Applications Program as administered through the ha.rth Resources Laboratory (ERL),
located in Slidell, Louisiana.
In a state where more than 488 of the land is tilled each year and plan Led to corn
and soybeans, soil is obviously both a valuable resource that needs to be protected and
a potential source of water pollution. An intensive analysis of a small watershead will
ho used to evaluate the applicability of Landsat data and rolaLed data handling technique
to soil erosion problems. Thoo erosion potential of the basin will be assessed using the
Universal Soil Loss Equation.
Two of the most important variables in the equation are slope and land cover. Slope
data will be extracted from the digitized, detailed, modern soil survey of the 70 square
mile basin. Land cover will be determined using processed Landsat data. Merging tho
land cover and slope date, along with the other factors, in a data base will allow the
investigators to map areas of high potential soil Loss. Also, the total erosion poten-
tial. of the basin will be computed. Information on land use, extracted by slope classes,
will be generated.
The implications for developing this capability in Iowa are significant. Current
soil erosion potential could be assessed over dither large or small areas as it nc+veer
could before. This information would be useful to establish specific policies and goals
for both existing and new conservation programs. It would also allow an ac• •urate evalu-
ation of the actual effects of these programs.
Three other topics are being investigated in this demonstration project. Land use
catagories will be mapped and tabulated for central Iowa using 1973 and 1978 Landsat
images. For a small area, the converison of prime agricultural land from agricultural
to non-agricultural use will be documented. For ether areas, the distribution and types
of land cover will be assessed in order to determine wildlife habitat suitability. In
addition, land use within a proposed transportation corridor will be 0::Lractud and used
to assess the data for preliminary planning of arterial highways.
The project will be conducted January 1.5-1.9, 1979. About 10 pLople from the Iowa
agencies Will travel. to I,RL and participate in Lhe evaluation. Planning, and cilordina-
tion of this program has been conducted by the Iowa Geological Survey Remote Sensing,
Laboratory. Inquiries should be addressed to Bernard Boyer or Patrick McAdam ,, at (319)
335-1.173.
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VEDI-MAT, ACTIONS RELATE M) TO LANDSA'T'
The President's new space policy and two re gent U.S. Senate bills could have far-
reaching; effects on the future of satellite remote sensing in the United State.; and
throughout the world.
President Carter's Civil Space Policy, announced October ll, continues the present
national. Landsat policy endorsing,
 an experimental, research and development effort
while delaying, making the Landsat program operational. Key provisions included:
• The U.S. will continue to provide data from the developmental. Landsat program
for all classes of users. Operational u.y es of data from the experimental
system will continue to be made by public, private and international users.
Specific details of the system and its management will evolve over the next
several. years.
• A comprehensive plan covering future technical, programmatic, private sector
and instituional arrangements will be completed in time for the FY 1.981
budget cycle. `i'he, administrator of NASA will head a task force to examine the
options for developing in integrated national system.
• NASA, the Department of Commerce and other federal agencies will prepare a
plan to encourage the private sector to Invest and participate in non-military
remote sensing systems.
Rather than endorsing the status quo, the NCa"L Landsat Task Force had recommended
that the federal government take steps to make the remote sensing system operational,
increase technology transfer assistance and clearly define federal agency roles and
responsibilities.
Immediately after the President's space policy statement, U.S. Sen. Adlai Stevenson
(D-I11) introduced the Earth Data and Information Service Act of 1978 (S. 3589) which is
more responsive to the NCSL Task Force's recommendations. Co-sponsors were Howard W.
Cannon (D-Nev), Wendell, H. Ford (D-Ky), Edward D. Zorinsky (D-Ne) and Donald W. Riegle
(D-Mi). "...A useful operational system can only be developed by exposing the existing
experimental effort to the demands and pressures of the user community," Stevenson said.
"I believe further that the utility of remotely-sensed data has been sufficiently demon-
strated to warrant this transitional step from experimental to operational status."
The main purpose of Stevenson's bill is to establish the framework for an opera-
tional satellite remote sensing information system within seven years. Under the act,
NASA would develop and operate remote sesnsing systems on a global basis to provide
rapid and accessible data fit a reasonable cost to all users. While all satellites would
remain under control of the federal government, the private sector would be encouraged
to provide equipment and services to promote maximum use of the system. The information
service's general manager is to report to the NASA administrator, and is charged with
developing and managing the Earth Data and Information System. The bill provides for
participation of user communities in the initial planning and operation of the informa-
tion system. The communities also would help establish a schedule of user charges which
would recover costs of the service within seven years exclusive of research and develop-
ment expenditures.
Another important bill, the Earth Resources Information Satellite Act (S. 3625) was
introduced during the last days of the 95th Congress by U.S. Sen. Harrison Schmitt (R-NM).
The legislation provides for establishment, ownership, operation and regulation of a
commercial earth resources satellite corporation.
-2-
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Following the same structure as the Comsat corporation which provides operational
communications satellite services, the earth resources corporation would develop an
operational satellite remote sensing service with active participation by private indus-
try. The Federal. Communications Commission would be responsible for regulation of the
corporation.
CALIFORNIA SATELLITE PROJECT INVENTORY COMPLETED
An overview of the applications of satellite technology, entitled California in
krjLk , was recently released by the NASA Remote Sensing and Technology 	 ect
at Humboldt State University, 	 The survey reflects the diversity of programs in the
state making use of satellite data, high altitude aircraft photography and other remote
sensing tools. Designed as a quick reference, it should be useful to state, federal or
local agencies, private industry and educational institutions in California.
The survey was developed to provide a communication link among usors of the tech-
nology and to create a framework for updating information in California regarding re-
mote sensing ac, tivit• ics. To receive a copy of the study, contact: Kamila Plesmid,
NASA Remote Sensing Project, Schmidt House 90, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA
95521.	 (707) 826-3112.
SATELLITE ROLL CALL
Eight sensitive instruments aboard a new NASA satellite will conduct the most
thorough "aiintuil physical" of the Earth's health LO date. NIMBUS-7 launched on October
23, 1978, is the first satellite dedicated to daily monitoring of the Isarth's atmospheric
and oceanic environment. From nearly 600 miles above the planet, NIMBUS-7 will help
answer questions such as:
• Is the Earth's cooling off leading to another ice age?
• Is the Earth's warming up leading to world wide floods?
• Is the Earth's protective ozone layer being affected by man-made or natural
pollutants?
The continuous environmental data provided by NIMBUS-7 will help scientists deter-
mine the physical characterization of the global atmosphere, the oceans, the dynamic
atmosphere-ocean interface and the Earth's heat balance - information vital to man's
understanding of climate, oceanography, atmospheric pollution and regional and global
weather patterns.
Another satellite, TIROS-14, launched on October 13, 1978, is the first in a series
of 8 third generation operational weather satellites. The significant technological ad-
vances represented in the satellite will allow:
• Improved weather analysis resulting in more accurate weather forecasts;
• More specific location of ocean currrents and upwelling, important to.fishing
and shipping interests;
• More precise snowcover, snowmelt and rainfall data, essential to water resource
management and flood forecasting; and
• The collection and transmission of environmental data from platforms on land,
at sea and airborne with precise locational reference for mobile. platforms.
After the initial engineering checkouts arc completed, the satellite will be turned
over to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAH) National Environ-
mental Satellite Service (NESS) for operation. The information should prove useful for
-3-
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oceanographers, hydrologists and meterolog,ists (including the T.V. variety).
A Lhird saLell ite, HIQ Heat Capacity Mapping; Mission (IICMM) , launched on April
25, 1978, is designed to conduvt goolog le and hydrologic research in areas Scattvred
Lhroughout the United States, Canada, Europe and Australia. TLS primary objectives
are to:
• Produce maps for thermal inertia measurements for discrimination of rock
t,YI?c^S and mineral resource location;
• Measure plant canopy temperatures to doLermine waiter transpiration and plant
stress;
• Measure soil moisture effects on soil temperature;
• Map thermal effluents - both natural and man-made; and
• Observe snow fields to predict waLer runoff.
landsat-3, with one exception, is performing as expected. Many iniag"cis have been
acquired and the quality is reported as excellent, particularly from the new, improved,
Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) cameras. These data, with a minimum resolution or "spot
size" of 40 meters, will be collected on a quarterly basis for the entire U.S. and other
worldwide areas within range of as ground receiving; station.
The thermal scanner on Landsat-3, however, has developed problems. One of the Lwo
detcctors in the instrument is not operating;. NASA scientists are currently attempting
to determine the usefulness of the data from the remaining detoeLor and developing pro-
cedures for formating; the available information for users.
SEASAT-1 was declared out of commission on November 8, 1978, after 3 months in
service. An onboard short circut developed which drained power faster than the solar
arrays could recharge the satellite's batteries, necessitating an early retirement for
this significant NASA initiative.
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LANDSAT AND THE KANSAS LEGISLATURE
The 1978 Special Committee on Agriculture and Livestock of the Kansas Legislature
was charged with the study of assessing corporate farming activities in the state. A
study entitled "Agricultural Lana In Kansas: The Issue of Corporate Control" was com-
pleted by the Kansas Legislative Research Department for use by the committee. The
final draft of the study, which will be completed in the Spring of 1979, focuses on
three major issues: (1) the examination of corporation farming activity in Kansas dur-
ing 1976 and a comparison of those results with a similar study done in Kansas in 1973-
74, (2) an examination of six counties in Kansas to assess the relationship between cor-
porate farming and the irrigation of agricultural holdings, and (3) a discussion of for-
eign corporate involvement in Kansas agriculture.
In order to develop reliable information on the issue of corporate involvement in
irrigated farming, data was obtained from the Kansas Applied Remote Sensing Laboratory
at the University of Kansas to interface with other data on corporate farms. The Remote
Sensing Laboratory, under the direction of Ed Martinko and Joe Porascky, was able to iden-
tify both gravity flow and center pivot irrigation in each of the six counties. The
remote sensing data was plotted on county maps. Irrigated acreage was identified on
these maps and a computer then printed out a list containing the legal descriptions for
the irrigated acreage in each of the six counties under study. The list of irrigated
legal descriptions was cross-referenced with the legal descriptions of land controlled by
agricultural corporations in each county. Through a comparison of this information, the
study was able to identify what types and how much acreage was irrigated by corporations
in those counties for 1976.
This type of information is important to state legislators who are trying to assess
the relationship between the growth of corporate farms and the growth in irrigated acre-
age. The concern expressed stems from an awareness of the rapid depletion of Kansas'
invaluable groundwater supply and its impact on the region's future. Responsibility for
the depletion of this resource is the crux of the issue.
The information developed using remote sensing technology is useful to the state
legislature in a number of ways. Analysis of Landsat data pinpointed all types of ir-
rigated acreage in a county and aided in the obtaining of legal descriptions and owner-
operator identification from other state records. The data can be overlayed on a soil
conservation map to discern what types of soils are being irrigated. The irrigated
acreage maps are also useful to wildlife management personnel who are concerned with
wildlife preservation and migration in a changing environment. Most importantly however,
the maps developed by remote sensing provide legislators with visual aids in compre-
hending the issue, its geographic placement and implicacions to the future of the area
under study. For further information on the Kansas study, contact Ron Smith at (303)
623-6600, or Dr. Edward Martinko at (913) 864-4775.
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EARTH RESOURCES DATA PROJECT
On behalf of the National Governors' Association's Committee on Natural Resources
and Environmental Management, the Council of State Planning Agencies (CSPA) has initi-
ated a project to advise NASA on the remote sensing applications and technology trans-
fer needs of state and local governments. An issue of concern to CSPA and NASA is that
it is often difficult for states to acquire the use of cost-effective remote sensing
data and other new technology appropriate to their needs. That is especially important
today, as states find their responsibilities to manage natural resources have increased
at the same time that budget cut-backs are threatening to reduce their capacity for
using earth resources data.
The project includes the following elements:
1. Long Range Work Plan. CSPA will identify issues critical to more effective
use of remote sensing data and other new technology by state and local governments, and
prepare a detailed three to five year work plan to address these issues. Special at-
tention will be paid to input from state-affiliated groups who axe concerned with natur-
al resources programs to identify work plan items. The plan w1.11 provide the framework
for ongoing communication between state and local governments] and NASA.
2. Earth Resources Data Council. In addition to drawing upon the experience and
expertise of state-affiliated groups in natural resources, CSPA will look to a special
advisory council of state representatives appointed from each of the 10 standard fed-
eral regions. Council members include key policy and planning staff with remote sensing
technology applications experience and broad knowledge of state needs. The Data Council
will have three meetings to review progress, and develop future project activities and
recommendations. Because Council members will be responsible for communication within
their region, the Council will be closely involved in all project activities, including
preparation of the long-range work plan and coordination of the states' input to the
Landsat program.
3. State and Local Requirements for the Operational Landsat System. CSPA, in con-
cert with the Earth Resources Data Council will document state and local government re-
quirements for Landsat data in light of studies already conducted by state-affiliated
groups and state-composed advisory panels on the operational Landsat system. The scope
of the analysis will include performance characteristics for the technical system based
on the perspective of state and local governments, as well as the types of data products
and supporting services required by states. Policy and institutional issues will in-
clude recommendations on data pricing, marketing approaches, and government roles that
would result in more effective use of Landsat by state and local governments.
4. User Communications/Information Flow. CSPA will coordinate a two-way exchange
of information on state applications with NASA and state and local users. As part of
this task CSPA will distribute information on the project through quarterly newsletters
published by NGA and CSPA and prepare a Landsat Policy User's Brochure explaining
Landsat technology to Governors, executive agency directors and state policy staff.
Efforts will also be made to coordinate with state-affiliated groups and professional
organizations, particularly the NCSL Remote Sensing Project, and to use existing com-
munications networks where possible.
For further information about this project, please contact Ms. Peggy Harwood,
Council of State Planning Agencies, 444 North Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20001,
or phone (202) 624-5386.
-2-
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LANDSAT IN THE STATE OF HAWAII
In the State of Hawaii Landsat technology is being reviewed by an Ad Hoc Remote
Sensing Committee. This is a multi-disciplinary group comprised of representatives
from the Department of Planning and Economic Development (DPED), Department of Agricul-
ture, Department of Land and Natural Resources, Governor's Office of Environmental
Quality Control, and the County of Hawaii Planning Department. The Ad Hoc Committee
operates under the administrative auspices of the DPED and is studying Landsat data
applicability to such areas as coastal zone management, land use, forestry, agriculture,
and environmental quality.
Discussions between representatives from NASA's Ames Research Center and DPED and
other interested State and County agencies, conducted in the fall of 1977, led to the
formation of the Ad Hoc Committee and subsequent development of Hawaii's initial plan
for a Landsat demonstration project.
The Ad Hoc Committee, with strong support from NASA, embarked on a Landsat classi-
fication of land use/cover and water categories in two test sites. A classification of
urban-related use/cover categories was performed for the Honolulu-Pearl City region on
the Island of Oahu. A similar classification for non-urban/rural use/cover categories
was performed for a portion of the Island of Hawaii.
Ad Hoc Committee members spent two weeks at the Ames Research Center in July, 1978,
conducting computer analysis of Hawaii Landsat data. Technical assistance for this
phase of the project was provided by the staffs of NASA-Ames and the USGS Geography
Program.
The results included line-printer and color-coded hard-copy classifications of the
two test sites. Tabular acreage summaries for each land use/cover and water category
were also derived from the analysis. The results are being reviewed for their validity
and relevance to State and County agency needs.
Landsat technology's ability to provide new data on a repetitive basis also holds
much promise for planners and managers in Hawaii. In order to evaluate this aspect of
the technology, a change detection demonstration project employing multi-date Landsat
coverage of Hawaii is scheduled for early 1979. The project will examine Landsat tech-
nology's ability to provide useful information in the monitoring of land use/cover and
water conditions.
Further information on Hawaii's demonstration effort can be obtained from Shoji
Kato, Head, Planning Division, DPED, at (808) 548-3042, or by writing to him at P.O.
Box 2359, Honolulu, Hawaii 96804.
LANDSAT IN 1 13OUTH CAROLINA
Never one to do things in a small way, South Carolina has really latched on to
NASA Landsat technology and has already undertaken a number of Landsat related activ-
ities. With support from the NASA Earth Resources Laboratory, South Carolina has for
the past year been engaged in demonstration projects which include: surface water in-
ventory, forest inventory, vegetation zones in coastal areas, eagle habitat study, en-
vironmental effects of river diversion and erosion hazard assessment.
In yet another project, the South Carolina Land Resources Conservation Commission
with support from the U.S. Bureau of Mines, is evaluating mining activities in the
state via Landsat digital analysis. Study areas ranged from 5 to 200 acres and were
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composed on non-metal and non-coal mine sites. By use of Landsat digital data, mines
in selected counties were located, classified and measured in terms of the mining com-
ponents such as active mine, reclamation, etc. and were monitored for change detection
from 1974-76.
On August 22, 1978, over 130 interested participants gathered at the University of
South Carolina for an introduction to Landsat and its future direction. The South
Carolina Land Resources Conservation Commission, Research and Statistical Service, the
University of South Carolina's Computer Services Division and NASA joined forces to
support a successful conference. Guest speakers from across the nation detailed their
uses and experiences with Landsat. 'their presentations enabled participants to view
both pros and cons of Landsat digital analysis. South Carolina's conference enabled
potential users in the state to evaluate Landsat in terms of other states' "operational"
experiences rather than from a pure research standpoint.
As a result of these activities with NASA as well as the Bureau of Mines, the
state is proceeding to institutionalize its Landsat capability within the Computer
Services Division of the University of South Carolina. The necesry software packages
have been obtained and hardware is currently being procured.
In addition, to assist South Carolina in developing its own capability to utilize
Landsat technology, NASA's Earth Resources Laboratory in Slidell, Louisiana, has pro-
vided a variety of orientation and training programs to South Carolina personnel.
For further information on Landsat activities in South Carolina, contact Nick
Bayne at (803) 758-7197 in Columbia.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
January 8 - 12	 Coal Surface Mining Remote Sensing Workshop, Sioux Falls, SD.
Contact: David M. Carneggie, (605) 594-6511.
March 5 - 9
	
Introduction to Renewable Resource Inventory Methods, Berkeley, CA.
Contact: UC at Berkeley, Div. of Letters & Sciences (415) 642-1061
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MISSISSIPPI 'LEGISLATURE EXPLOt,."S USE OF REMOTE SENSING TO ASSIST STATEWIDE PROPERTY
APPRAISAL
Mississippi legislative reappraisal specialists are focusing on a statewide
mapping program as the first step toward court-ordered equalization of property taxers
by 1983. A House slays and Means Subcommittee, chaired by Representative H.L. "Sonny"
Merideth, is now drafting a reappraisal, bill which includes a provision requiring
the state to provide accurate maps to county assessors. To see if satellite photo-
graphy could be used in this effort, the NCSL Remote Sensing Project, NASA officials
from the Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) in Slidell, Louisiana, and Mississippi
university remote sensing specialists were requested by Representative Bill Wilkerson
to brief the subcommittee at its meeting on January 23, 1979. Representative Wilkerson
is 4a member not only of the douse subcommittee but also of the the NCSL Landsat Task
Force.
Paul Tessar, NCSL Project Director, presented the subcommittee with an intro-
ductory review of Landsat and reviewed state applications of Landsat in North Dakota,
Texas, Kansas and Montana, the last two of which are utilizing satellite-derived
information in projects closely related to the Mississippi problem.
Roy Estess, ERL's Regional Application Program Manager, discussed the results of
integrating satellite date with other natural resource information, such as soil
survey data, in recent Mississippi projects undertaken with NASA assistance.
Henry Byers and Paul Davis, both from the Mississippi Research and Development
Center, and Drank Miller, Mississippi State University, briefed the subcommittee on
their respective remote sensing programs and capabilities.
The subcommittee expressed appreciation for the various briefings and technical
assistance. The. members, however, felt the immediate need was to map each separately-
owned parcel of land in the state and they voiced a desire to explore the costs of
obtaining large scale aerial photography for use as a map base in the plotting; of
individual tracts. Nevertheless, the subcommittee did feel that Landsat-derived infor-
mation might very well be brought into play during actual reassessment after property
lines have been mapped. As a res It, follow-up discussions will soon be taking place
between pertinent officials of the Mississippi State Tax Commission, the Mississippi
Research and Development Center, Mississippi State University and NASA Harth Resources
Laboratory to explore development of a pilot project designed to integrate satellite
derived data and low-altitude photography into a land appraisal. system.
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LANDSAT TASK FORCB MEETING
On December 18 and 19, 1978, the NCSL Remote Sensing Task Force convened to
develop recommendations and a resolution on the HarCh Data and Information Service
Act of 1978 (5.3589) and recommendations on the Space Policy Ac c t of 1979 (813530).
Additionally, the Task Force made several recommendations regarding 1979 state
legislative activities, one of which portends a significant change in focus for
the NCSL Remote Sensing project. These and other events are discussed more fully
below.
Resolutions and Recommendations
On behalf of the 'Task Force, the resolution and recommendations on the two
Congressional bills were submitted for consideration by Chairman Rolland Redlion
to the bills' sponsor, Senator Adlai B. Stevenson. The resolution endorsed the
enactment of the Barth Data and Information Service Act. The accompanying recom-
mendations reflect minor substantive changes in both bills to better address the
needs of state and local government. The Task Force urged the following on:
5.3589 - The Barth Data and Information Service Art
1. Reflect a public service concept in the Earth Data and Information
Service charter.
2. Establish procedures to incorporate existing mechanisms to obtain input
from representatives of various user sections regarding civil remote
sensing policy.
3. Clarify the technology transfer role of the service, particularly to
state and local governments.
4. Require federal natural resource agencies to use and encourage the use
of Landsat type data, wherever practical and cost- effective, to meet
data requirements of themselves and their state counterparts.
5. Provide for the widest practical satellite remote sensing data continuity
and compatibility, development and distribution of computer software and
development of regional and state browse files to assist users in data
screening and selection.
6. Develop a continuous, reliable and compatible civil remote sensing system
at the earliest practical. date, phased over an interim period of seven
to ten years.
5.3530 - The Space Policy Act
1. Enactment of the U.S. Congress of the Space Policy Act after due
consideration of its financial, implications.
2. Maintenance of an adequate NASA budget level, adjusted for inflation,
and reprogramming of space shuttle funds in support of the goals of the
Space Policy Act.
Full texts of the resolution and recommendations are available upon request to
Paul Tessar, Remote Sensing Project Director. (Story continued on page 4)
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PLEASh RETURN T0:
	
Becca Smith
NCST.
1405 Curtis, Suite 2300
Denver, CO 50202
( ) I wish to receive the Newsletter. My :address on the reverse is correct.
( ) I wish to receive the Newsletter. My correct, addvess is below.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Beginning in early 1979, three NCST. Newsletters (Itemoty Sensin, 5c ce and
Techn9J9Zy for the. Y,e gisslature and TsierDy Ro^nrC ^to ithe States;) will be combined
t W a single monthly publication entitled The Le sslative Resource. Bxtensive
attention will continue to be paid to remote sensing issues in the new combined
newsletter.
If you wish to continue on our mailing list, you must fill our the subscrip tion
renewal form above and should return it to NCSL as - soon as possible. We look forward
to continuing our communications with you.
LISTING OF STATE NATURAL RESOURCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
During the course of responding to an information request, the Remote Sensing
Project compiled a listing of state geographic or natural resource information systems.
We felt this would be of interest to our readers and have reproduced it below. If you
have any questions, additions, or corrections, please let us know.
4
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SYS':	 :NAME MNT CT ^'VONE
Alabama Reouur;e laOrmation System tA.Rld) 'valtar ativenuon 1205'r X32- h++",
Arizona Ra;;ouroo Information System (.1RIS) >f ;ca	 ;astr) d-i^j	 ) 27.-43ri:
",eor,,ia Resour»e Asoo6oment Pr;,-,,,ram 3r%,e Rado (w)») 656-3.c«
Iowa 'dater Re!;ourcoa Data System MARDI) Derniu Fioyer (319) 338-..73
L:^uiuiana Areal Ro:iour,.c information
Sy stem (LARIS) 41enn Daigre (:MM ;,27-.
Maryland Aucomatod	 jen raphi. Information
System rlS%GI) loon Antenu:ci 001)
Minnesota ',nd Management Information
System QMMIS) 11,111 411binette (bit) 4196-i:l:
Mississippi Data ):anal;ement System 2ddv Downin g; t601) 982-0339
:fonCana ,eo-Data System Ium Dundaa Ca46) »»?-2a'+
New Jersav ileo g raahia Base File Bob Mills (609) 292-235`
New York Land Use and Natural R Gour:es
Inventory tLL'NR) 'yuck Guinn 1513) 474-7h9J
North Carolina Land Resource Intormation
System (LRIS) Jim Haidox 019) 733-3833
:forth Dakota Regional Environmental
Assessment Program (REAP) Rich Giddings (701) 224-3700
Ohio Capability Analysis Project (OCAP) Garry Schaal (610 466-6557
South Carolina (Not yet named) !tick Bayne (803) 717-723;
South Dakota Land Resource Information
System (LRIS) Jerry Schlesinger (605) 715-3628
Texas Natural Resources Information
System (TNRIS) John Wilson (:12) 475-3321
Virginia Resource Information System (x;ARIS) 8ili Breen (804) 786-7831
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LANDSAT TASK FORCE MEETING CONTINUB'D
'ktko—rMas
The Task Force was briefed on NASA Technology Transfer Activitlen by Mr, Floyd
.1	 J
Roberson, Director of the NASA Technology Transfer Division. Mr. Alex Tuyahov,
Manager of NASA's User RQquirementv Section, presented NASA's responov to the Task
Force Recommendations made in July 1978 concerning federal poli.!y on Landf3at technology.
In addition, an overview of the recently intitiaLed NGA/Council of State Planning
Agencies' Earth Resources Data Project was given by Ms. Peggy Harwood, Project: Director.
The Staff Director of the TSBTAP Natural Resource and E'tivironment: Task Force, Mr.
Leonard Slosky, reviewed for Clio NCSL Task Force (1) that portion of the Presidential
Space Policy regarding Landsat and (2) the Congressional responses thereto.
The second day's agenda consisted of an on-site tour and a number of briefings
by NASA officials at the Earth Resources Laboratory in nearby Slidell, Louisiana.
The tour was highlighted by an on-line computer presentation which graphically demon-
strateli various ways in which Landsat: and the other remote sensing; 	 have
been put to use In state/NASA cooperative demonstration programs.
Recommendations on 1979 Legislative Activities
In an attempt to provide future direction both for the project staff and the Task
Force itself, a number of recommendations were presented, considered and adopted by
the Task Force. All but one of the recommendations call for continued involvement
in state and federal remote sensing activities by Clio Task Force and/or the project
staff.
The recommendation departing from this theme calls for a broadening of the focus
of the NCSL Remote Sensing Project. The recommendation calls for "increasing involve-
ment by the NCSL Remote Sensing Project in natural resource information system activi-
ties, particularly regarding policy applications." Efforts are currently underway to
broaden the focus of the future project activities.
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ASSISTANCE TO THE LEGISLATURES: NATURAL RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECT
The Natural Resources Information Systems (NRIS) Project (formerly the Remote
Sensing Project) provides individual technical assistance to state legislators, staff
and legislative committees. To trigger any or all of these assistance mechanisms,
a legislator or staff member merely needs to request it.
The primary mechanism For individualized technical assistance has been committee
briefings and follow-up staff support. The. NRIS Project has also developed a slide/
tape show, approximately 28 minutes in length, which provides an introduction to
Odtellitv refflOLO SeflSiflg, and it illjPlieationtj in thv natural re.6ources areas. The,
project has prepared "A Legislator's Guide to Landqat", and will soon publish a
companion guide on natural resources information systems. Regu l ar news articles and•
informational notes are published in the newsletter, j1e%qLe Sensing.
Additional technical assistance to legislators and staff is provided in the form
of comparative state information to specific legislatures, analyses of various policy
alternatives available to states, issue briefs on new technologies, and identification
of major informational sources, expert witnesses, state and federal contacts, resoarch
reports, studies, legislation, and so forth,
,Mate  legislative workshops, seminars and committee briefings are the main
thrust of the technical assistance program. An important part of this on-site
assistance is bringing together key in-state elected officials and administrators
with their appropriate OUt-Of-SWW counterparts who have extensive experience in
satellite remote sensing and natural resources information systems. The NCSL Project
has worked with seven states during the past seven months, the most recent being Oregon
where an official from the Washington State Department of Forestry was brought in to
testify before a joint meeting of the House and Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources
Committees and the House and Senate Environmental and Energy Committees,
Other states where the project has provided briefings and workshops are: Missis-
sippi, Colorado, Oklahoma, Iowa/Illinois (joint briefing), California and Missouri. To
reiterate, this type of assistance as well as any other assistance the project can pro-
vide to State Legislatures in the areas of remote sensing and natural resources informa-
tion systems is available to states upon their request. Please contact Paul Tessar,
Project Director in Denver at (303) 623-6600 for further information.
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In September 1978, Pacific Northwest Regional Commission (PNRC) grants were made
to seven Washington state agencies and universities under the new PNRC Landnat Appli-
cation Program (LAP). These grants support both the continuing development of atate
agency capability to use Landnat derived data for natural resource management and the
Implementation of analysis software to support rotate and local agencien at Wanhington
State University.
Each Washington grant participant was required under the guldelinOn to Match the
funds received from the PNRC. The following agencies received graw In oupport of
the briefly described activities;
The City of Tacoma - received a grant to Complete the inntallatlon of data
management software on the CiLy'n computer.
• The Department of Natural Renouroon - wan funded to undertake the continuing
development of Landvat for potential inventory applications within the Depart-
ment, The Department in involved in four projeeto, including analynin of
timber harvesting activition in conjunction with the Department of Revenue,
The Department of Game's Mount Vernon Office —will be undertaking a Rufred
Grouse Habitat Inventory in Western Washington,
• Spokane County Planning Department - received a grant to support continuing
development of a countywide land cover analysis and to establish a countywide
data management system based upon the now software capability at Washington
State University,
The Washington Computer Center was funded to participate In one or more demon-
stration projects. This demonstration activity would also provid, staff at the Center
with practical experience applicable throughout the state. A state-wide workshop will
be held late next spring. The following projects were assisted:
o The University of Washington - received a grant to support a workshop to
provide hands-on experience in Landsat digital analysis.
The Washington State University's Computer Center - will pass-through a grant
as a share of the costs of installation of, and training in the use of Landsat
analysis software.
• The Planning and Community Affairs Agency - will be conducting a series of
workshops for local governmental officials.
These activities combine the continuing momentum from the Land Resources Inventory
Demonstration Project with the complementary installation of in-state analysis capa-
bility. As LAP moves into planning for the second year the approach will continue to
be one of direct involvement by the user community. This approach allows agoncios to
pursue their own objectives while investing in the State's long-term capability - an
approach which will leave the State and the agencies with a valuable new tool to assist
them in meeting their responsibilities long after the end of the Pacific Northwest
Regional Commission funding. For furLn.0 information, contact Mike McCormick at
(206) 733-1928.
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COLORADO LANDSAT CONFERENCE
On January 15 and 16, 1970, the NCSL Remote Sensing Project and the Colorado
Mapping Advisory Committee co-sponsored a conference in Denver on potential remote
sensing applications in Colorado. The January 15th morning; sessions were specifi-
cally geared for state legislators and other state policy-makers. That afternoon's
presentations were more technical and discipline specific; with concurrent sessions
being offered. Additionally, a legislative luncheon was held to deal with individual
questions and concerns of attendi.ng'legislators. Fifteen representatives of legis-
lative committees and over 100 representatives of federal, state and local agencies,
state universities and private organizations attended.
The morning program included presentations by: Senator Fred Anderson, President
of the Colorado State Senate; Leonard Slosky, representative from Colorado Governor
Lamm's office; Paul Tessar, Director of the NCSL Remote Sensing Project; David Ferguson,
Secretary of the 'Texas Natural Resources Information System Task Force; Bruce Rado,
Georgia Department of Natural Resources; and Mike McCormick, Washington State Planning
Comi:sunity Affairs Agency.
Topics covered during the January 15th sessions were both numerous and varied in
nature including: an overview of NASA's earth resources program, current state Landsat
programs and Landsat applications in agriculture, urban and regional land use, forestry,
water resources, geology and wildlife and parks.
On January 16th, experts from out-of-state and NASA/Ames conducted several
"consultations"' with Colorado state agencies. The purpose of these sessions was to
provide a "one-on-one" opportunity for agency personnel to question workshop speakers
in detail and draw upon their experiences in developing Landsat capabilities and
making practical applications of the technology.
STAFF OPENING
The National Conference of State Legislatures' Natural Resources Information
Systems Proj-ct (formerly Remote Sensing) currently has a staff position for a Masters
degree+ professional with experience in natural resource information systems, remote
sensing and state resource management policy and programs. At least two years legis-
lative or state government experience is required. Salary is negotiable up to $20,000
per year, depending on background and qualifications. Duties will include:
• Assistance in the preparation of "A Legislator's Guide to Natural Resources
Information Systems"
• Provision of technical assistance to state legislators, staff and committees
on NRIS and Remote Sensing.
• Assistance in the conduct of NRIS Committee briefings, seminars and workshops.
• Preparation of text and graphics for NRIS presentations.
• Preparation of NRIS newsletter stories.
• Coordination with the NASA Regional Remote Sensing Applications Program.
• Staff support to the Project Director.
Required qualifications:
• 'Nasters degree in a natural resource related field.
• Two years state legislative or government experience.
• One years experience in NRIS.
• Familiarity with technical aspects of remote sensing.
• Good verbal and written communications skills.
• A clear understanding of NRIS and remote sensing technology transfer needs
at the state level.
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NOTE TO OUR READERS
Due to administrative changes within NCSL, Remote SenSina will continue to appear
monthly until further notice.
If you did not send in your subscription renewal form from the last issue, please
do so if you wish to continue receiving the newsletter. New subscription requests
should be sent to:
Becca Smith
NCSL
1405 Cureis St., Suite 2300
Denver, CO 80202
CALENDAR OIL
 EVENTS
May 14 - 18	 Advanced Topics in the Analysis of Remote Sensing Data, I.ARS,
West Lafayette, T.N. Contact: Dr. Phillip Swain, (317) 749-2052.
June 4 - 8	 Basic Geology Workshop, Sioux Falls, SD, Contact: Branch of
Applications, EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57198.
June 11. - 15
	 William T. Pecora Memorial Symposium, "Satellite Hydrology",
Sioux Falls, SD. Contact: Branch or. Applications, EROS, as above.
June 18 - 22	 Vegetation Remote Sensing Workshop, Ann Arbor, MI.
Contact: Dr. Charles Olson, (313) 764-1413.
June 27 - 29
	
LARS Machine Processing Symposium, West Lafayette, IN,
Contact: Doug Morrison, (317) 749-2052.
July 15 - 20	 Users Conference on Computer Mapping, Harvard Computer Graphics
Week, Cambridge, MA. Contact: Allan Schmidt, (617) 495-2526.
July 23 - 27
	
NCSL Annual Meeting, San Francisco Hilton
Contact: Teresa Fraley, (303) 623-6600.
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N ATIVE FLINN TESTIFIES ON SENATE LANDSAT BILLS
"The time to formalize the institutional responsibilities and relationships for
an Earth Data and Information Service lies come, and the NCSL Landsat Task Force strongly
supports the development of an ongoing service to provide continuous, reliable and com-
patible data to public and private users," said Rep. Monroe Flinn, Majority Whip of the
Illinois House. Rep. Flinn, appearing at the request of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee
on Science, Technology and Space, represented NCSL and its Landsat Task Force at hearings
held on S.663 and 5.875. Both of the bills would create an operational Landsat system,
with S.663, sponsored principally by Sen. Adlai Stevenson of Illinois, initially favoring
a government owned and operated service, and 5.875, sponsored by Sen. Harrison Schmitt of
New Mexico, favoring a privately held corporation similar to Comsat.
Testifying on behalf of the Administration were Dr. Frank Press, Science Advisor to
the President, Dr. Robert A. Frosch, Administrator of NASA, and James P. 14'alsh, Deputy
Administrator of NOAA. The administration witnesses expressed support for the ideas
behind the bill. They did not feel ready to develop a national service until current
studies underway were completed and, in any case, felt the administration had sufficient
authority at present to proceed should they decide to move ahead.
A panel composed of Rep. Flinn, Bob Wise of the Council of State Planning Agencies,
Jim Monaghan, Gov. Lamm's Executive Assistant, Bruce Q. Rado of the Georgia Department
of Natural Resources, and Erling 0. Mork, City Manager for Tacoma, Washington presented
views of State and local governments on the legislation. All were supportive of Sen.
Stevenson's Bill (5.663), and suggested several revisions to make it more responsive to
the needs of State and local government. Rep. Flinn suggested four si cific amendments:.
• Use of a public service concept, rather than "pay-d::-you-go", to finance the
system;
• Provide explicitly for State and local government participation in policy
making on systems development and operation;
• Provide an explicit technology transfer mandate to the service to assist
State and local government; and
• Include an exemption to the ban on data reproduction for all non-commercial
State and local government users.
Sen. Stevenson stated that the technology transfer recommendation would be reflected in
the revised bill, and promised to consider the other recommendations suggested by Rep.
Flinn and the rest of the panel.
Following the hearings, Senators Stevenson and Schmitt agreed to seek a compromise
between S.663 and S.875. They hope to bring this compromise version before the full
committee early this summer so that legislation can be reported to the Senate calendar
prior to the August recess.
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FLORIDA LANDSAT FEASIBILITY STUDY
Early in 1977, NASA Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) officials approached the
Governor of Florida's Office to discuss opportunities for the state to participate
in a Landsat Feasibility Study. The approach ERL officials presented was to demon-
strate the application of Landsat digital data to natural resource management prob-
lems in the State of Florida.
The Governor's Office directed the Division of State Planning to contact the
various state agencies who would have interest in this particular project. A com-
mittee was established for the purpose of participating in the feasibility study.
Representatives from the Departments of Administration, Agriculture, Natural Resources,
Environmental Regulation and Transportation were established as members. The com-
mittee has considered two major topics:
• Evaluation of the utility of the potential Landsat applications as they
related to assisting in resource management decisions in Florida; and
• Determination of the potential usefulness of an in-state capacity to
process and utilize Landsat data.
In developing the feasibility study, each of the Department's representatives
queried their various agencies for topics which had direct application to specific
problems. Water turbidity, flood plain delineation, wetland inventory, agricultural
land classification, and shore line measurements were a few of the topics submitted
to the coimit• tee. Each of the topics were reviewed and forwarded to NASA/ERL for an
evaluation of their technical feasibility. ERL staff selected test sites which they
felt would be compatible with the problems to be addressed in the demonstration.
Two Landsat frame areas were selected as test sites. In phase I of the program,
ERL, in cooperation with state participants, was to process and classify the first
frame, with topics ranging from a detailed land cover classification to'a surface water
inventory at 1:250,000 scale (8 miles/inch). Large scale 1:24,000 maps (2.5 inches/
mile) are to be developed on selected areas within the frame. These detailed maps
also will include additional data such as erosion hazard and crop yield assessments.
In the early stages of the project, it was determined that it would be necessary
to appoint a technical coordinator with extensive background in remote sensing and
computer processing methodology. Henceforth all elements of the program went through
the technical coordinator to and from ERL and the committee members.
The first phase of the program is in the final stages of production. The strongest
interests to date have been wetlands oriented, with interest from the five major Water
Management Districts, Department of Environmental Regulation and Department of Transpor-
tation. Initial demonstration project products are to	 delivered in the middle of
April, 1979. Interested state agencies will evaluate the quality and potential appli-
cations of the products. State staff feel confident that the results of the first
phase will be accepted and look for continuation of the program.
The Chairman of the Feasibility Study is Jon S. Beazley, State Topographic Engineer,
and the Technical Coordinator is William H. Kuyper, Remote Sensing Engineer. For further
information on the project, contact: State Topograhic Office, Florida Department of
Transportation, 605 Suwannee Street, Haydon Burns Building, Tallahassee, FL 32301.
Phone: Jon S. Beazley (904) 488-8911; William H. Kuyper (904) 488-2168.
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zLANDSAT-3 EXPERIENCING PROBLEMS
A potentially serious problem has developed in the scanner (MSS) on Landsat-3.
The intermittent bug appears to effect about a quarter of the scanner scenes acquired.
An engineering evaluation is currently being conducted to diagnose the problem, with
an analysis of the situation expected by late May. Operation of the Return Beam
Vidicon (RBV) television cameras on Landsat-3 is unaffected by the current problems.
Landsat-2 appears to be doing well. The MSS is operating satisfactorily, and
there are enough consumables on board to last for several years. Should Landsat-2
fail and the problems with Landsat-3 worsen, however, users could face a gap in scanner
data coverage until the launch of Landsat-D in late 1981.
CALENDAR OF CONFERENCES AND TRAINING COURSES
May 25	 Two Sessions - Remote Sensing Orientation Workshop (Greenbelt, MD)
June 22
	 Contact; Dr. Nick Short, Goddard Space Flight Center, (301) 344-5515.
June 4 - 8	 Basic Geology Workshop (Sioux Falls, SD) Contact: Branch of
Applications, EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57198.
June 11 - 15	 William T. Pecora Memorial Symposium, "Satellite Hydrology"
(Sioux Falls, SD) Contact; Branch of Applications, EROS
Data Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57198.
June 18 - 22 Terrain Analysis:	 Interpretation of Aerial Photography and
Images (Sioux Falls, SD) Contact: 	 Lisa Underkoffler, Harvard
Graduate School of Design,	 (617)	 495-2578.
June 18 - 22 Vegetation Remote Sensing Workshop (Ann Arbon, MI)
Contact:	 Dr.	 Charles Olson,	 (313)	 764-1413.
June 18 - 21 Two Sessions -	 A Short Course on Remote Sensing and Image
June 19 - 22 Interpretation (University of Minnesota, St. Paul)
Contact:	 Eugene Anderson,	 (612)	 373-0725.
June 25 - 29 Coal Surface Mining Remote Sensing Workshop - Abandoned Mines
(Sioux Falls, SD) Contact:	 Gary E. Johnson, Branch of applications,
EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, SD, 	 (605)	 594-6511 (#114).
June 27 - 29 LARS Machine Processing Symposium (West Lafayette, IN)
Contact:	 Doug Morrison,	 (317)	 749-2052.
July 15 - 20 Users Conference on Computer Mapping, Harvard Computer Graphics
Week (Cambridge, MA) Contact: 	 Allan Schmidt,	 (617) 495-2526.
July 23 - 27 NCSL Annual Meeting (San Francisco Hilton)
Contact:	 Teresa Fraley,	 (303) 623-6600.
Aug. 19 - 24 Air and Space Technology in the Forest Environment (Arcata, CA)
Contact:	 Donna Hankins, Humbolt State University, 	 (707) 826-3731.
Sept 10 - 14
	 "Remote Sensing for Natural Resources -- An International View of
Problems, Promises and Accomplishments." (Moscow, ID)
Contact: Robert C. Heller, College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range
Sciences, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83843.
Oct. 15 - 19	 Advanced Geology Workshop (Sioux Falls, SD)
Contact: Applications Branch, EROS, Sioux Falls, SD 57198.
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TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION CENTER, UNIVERSI'T'Y OF NEW MEXICO
The Technology Application Center (TAC) is a nonprofit research and service organ-
ization established to operate under the administration of the University of New Mexico
and is partially funded by NASA. TAC is one of seven Industrial Applications Centers
sponsored by NASA to enhance the diffussion of aerospace technology. The primary goal.
of TAC's Remote Sensing - Natural Resources Division is to lend assistance to industry
and government in a variety of ways through the skilled application of remote sensing
technology. The remote sensing services provided by the division range from image
analysis of aerial photography, airborne scanner data, satellite photography, and radar
data, as they apply to natural resource evaluation.
During the last year and one half, TAC has been working directly with state agencies
of New Mexico and with NASA's Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) in Slidell, Louisiana in
the performance of a demonstration project designed to aid in the transfer of remote
sensing technology to the stat=.;. The project was conducted as part of NASA's Regional
Applications Program and involved the automatic classification of timber lands and range
lands assessment. State agencies involved were Game and Fish; Forestry; State Engineers
Office; Natural Resources Conservation Commission; and the Environmental Improvement
Agency.
This demonstration is one of many projects in which TAC cooperated with state
agencies. These projects have resulted in the state, through the Department of Natural
Resources, deciding to participate in the establishemant of an image processing capa-
bility within the state. This capability will be housed at and operated by TAC.
TAC is presently acquiring an image processing system which can accomodate Landsat
as well as airborne multispectral scanner data. Current plans also call for the creation
of a computerized data bank of digitized map data to allow state resource agencies to
place many of their resource maps in our computer bank for reproduction and synthesis.
The system is expected to be fully operational in the latter part of 1979.
For further information on Landsat and other remote sensing related activities in
New Mexico, please contact Mike Inglis or Tom Budge, Remote Sensing - Natural Resources
Division, Technology Applications Center, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM,
87131, (505) 277- 3V2.
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SURFACI, MINING RECLAMATION
Coal producing, states are currently under pressure to meet thr requirements of the
the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (PL 95-87, 30 U,S.C. 1201), The
Natural Resources Information Systems Project at the y National Conference of State Legis-
latures will soon be releasing a study of state responses to the Act, particularly in
the area of compliance with natural resource data requirements. For several years
prior to its enactment, many state legislatures treated mining as an interim land use
and enforced reclamation and environmental standards on strip mining; operations.
PL 95-87 was enacted to provide uniformity in reclamation laws and, of course, to ensure
reclamation of strip-mined lands to a condition equal to or better than its pre-mined
status.
States wishing to assume primary control of their coal mining activities have been
charged with developing complex reclamation programs which must meet federal standards.
Any state with an unapproved reclamation program, or with no program at all, forfeits
all authority and jurisdiction over coal mining activities to the federal government.
Since May 3, 1978, the states have been operating under interim federal regulations
of minimal, standards. State programs meeting the standards of permanent regulations
(adopted March 15, 1979) must be submitted by August 3, 1979, Regional branches of the
Office of Surface Mining will work with state legislatures to modify and resubmit dis-
approved programs in the succeeding eight months. Final program approval will be deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Interior ,Tune 3, 1980. At that time, conditional approval
may be extended to a state if their program contains only narrow deficiencies. Briefly,
the components of a state program package should include legislation (one or a combina-
tion or measures providing the authority to run a state program), implementing regula-
tions, the administrative plans, and a budget. Once a state's program is approved, the
federal government assumes an oversight role, monitoring for compliance, conducting
occasional inspections and reviewing reports.
Many states have justifiably expressed the sentiment that ample time has not been
alloted to prepare a state reclamation Program. Kansas, a state that will adhere to the
federal requirements, was forced to develop and enact a massive reclamation bill in only
a few weeks time. The state was under pressure from the coal companies who preferred
state regulation over federal and the Mined Land Reclamation Board which wished to con-
tinue managing the state's coal reclamation program. There was also concern that time be
provided to draft rules and regulations within the subm;ssion schedule. The pressures
for quick action may not be as prevalent in other states.
By the time permanent f;edk^ral regulations were adopted, a handful of states appeared
to be in complete compliance with the new reclamation standards. Of the remaining states,
hell needed minor work on their plans, and half needed to undertake major efforts to
meet federal standards. (Continued on page 2)
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Much of the work to be completed involve, the collection and analysis of natural
resource data, required of operators and states in setting onviornmental performance
standards. It is here that Landsat can and is heing utilized. For example, Iowa plan,,;
on using remote sensing to undertake a goologle survey. To minimize adverse changen, in
a coal mined area l s hydrological balance, information is needed regarding, water location,
quality, drainage features, diversion, etc. Land use maps; and plans, topography vhar-
acteristics, geologic conditions, vegetative cover and type, air quality and nol l data,
identification of risk and wildlife hatl,t4ats, and climaLo;,ogy data are vital components
of effective reclamation plans. The state regulatory a.a4hority IS also expectcrd to
establish a data base and inventory system to enable don1gnation of areas unsuitable for
coal, mining. Sea that a state may designate r;uch areas, the system would contain the
aforementioned and other pertinent natural resource data.
Currently, most states lack provisions for coral exploration permits, another re-
quirement of the reclamation program. As in the inventory ,,system, the exploration
permitting process requires detailed collection of natural resource data.
Persons interested in obtaining copies of "A Comparison of State Surface Mining
Data Requirements to Public Law 95-87, The Surface Mining, Control and Reclamation Act
of 1977" should contact Holly Eliggins at NCSL, (303) 623-6600.
LANDSAT-3 UPDATE,
Landsat-3 returned to full operational model on 4/28/79. The problem of' missing,
portions of scan lines has not been corrected as yet, but Goddard ;staff are still
working on a solution.
In the first two weeks of operation, however, the problem has only affected ra few
orbital. passes. At present, there is a randomly occuring displacement of individual
scan lines due to a malfunction in the "start of line." signal. When a fix is implemented
in September, full scenes will be availabl=e with only 2521, of the few affected lines missing.
CALENDAR OF CONFERENCES AND MINING COURSES
	
June 25 - 29
	
Coal Surface Mining Remote Sensing Workshop - Abandoned Mines
(Sioux Falls, SD) Contact: Gary R. Johnson, Branch of Appli-
cations, EROS Data Centex, Sioux Falls, SD, (605) 594-6511 (6114).
	
June 27 - 29	 LARS Machine Processing Symposium (West Lafayette, TN)
Contact: Doug Morrison, (317) 749-2052.
July 15 - 20 Users Conference on Computer Mapping, Harvard Computer Graphics
Week,	 (Cambridge, MA)	 Contact:	 Allan Sehmidt,	 (617)	 495-2526.
July 23 - 27 NCSL Annual Meeting (San Francisco Hilton)
Contact:	 Teresa Fraley,	 (303)	 623-6600.
Aug.	 19 - 24 Air and Space Technology in the Forest Environment (Arcata, CA)
Contact:	 Donna Hankins, Humboldt State University, 	 (707)	 826-3731.
Sept 10 - 14 "Remote Sensing for Natural Resources - An International. View of
Problems, Promises and Accomplishments." 	 (Moscow, ID)
Contact:	 Robert C. Heller, College of Forestry, Wildlife and Range
Sciences, University of Idaho, Moscow,	 ID	 63843.
Oct.	 15 - 19 Advanced Geology Workshop 	 (Sioux Falls, SD)
Contact:	 Applications Branch, 	 EROS,	 Sioux Falls,	 SD	 57198.
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NATURAL RESOLUE ASSR'SSMENT NHEDS IN ALASKA
Federal, state and local officials in Alaska are faced with complex and overlapping
land management problems - probably more complex than in any other part of the nation.
The Alaska State Legislature will, of necessity, be a key force in the resolution of
these. problems. The Legislature is currently addressing a number of crucial policy and
intergovernmental relations questions, and has taken several important steps to asoure
that the state has the capabilities to access or develop the information required for the
decision-making, planning and management of the state's resource base.
have such a potential of rapidly changing land ownership and stewardship,"
emphasized Dr. Paula Krebs, assistant professor at the University of Alaska's Geophysical
Institute. "No other state has had to address the magnitude of problems we face in this
century. Yet, right now we don't have the interaction we need, of federal agencies with
federal agencies, much less federal agencies with state agencies With local. agencies."
Officials f-1ce a myriad of pressing land use mandates. With the Alaska Statehood
Act (1958-1959), Congress allocated 103 million acres of land to the state, but only a
small portion of that had been selected and processed when Lho Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act was passed in 1971.
That Act ftrected natives to choose 40 million acres of land as their own before
state selection could proceed. Section 17(4)(2) permitted the Secretary of the Interior
to add up to 80 million acres to the already large federal holdings for national forests,
parks, wildlife reserves, and wild and scenic rivers.
Add to these President Carter's designation last December of 56 million acres as
national monumemcs, under the 1906 Antiquities Act ) and Representative Morris Udall's
bill, recently passed by the U,S. House, to set aside 125 million acres for national
parks and wildlife refuges.
And completing the list was the Alaska Homestead Act, adopted last November, which
orders the state to give away 30 million acres in 40- to 160-acre parcels to residents.
The Alaska Supreme Court is expected to rule on the Act's constitutionality, but until
then, only one million of the state's 365 million acres remains in private ownership.
Getting up-to-date, relevant information is the biggest roadblock in the large-scale
planning Alaska desperately needs. Due to size and remoteness, most of the state remains
unstudied; resource maps either don't exist or are of limited use. Statewide aerial
plitotgraphy of World War TI vintage forms the common data base,
No wonder, then, that decision-makers at all levels are concerned that resource
management will stumble over the lack of adequate base maps. And that without them, the
hope of information exchange is narrowed.
Many state officials feel remote sensing technology may be able to provide a signi-
ficant part of the information base to assist natural resource policy malting and program
implementation. "Remote sensing - especially Landsat - is one of the biggest driving
concerns in Alaska," Krebs said. "It's an effective tool., used appropriately."
"But," she cautioned, "mission-oriented agencies must select the technology that
gives them the best information. Their resources and funding have to be placed in the
right spot the first go-around."
Before the state can proceed in an organized fashion, however, a technology transfer
program must be developed. The NASA Regional Applications Program at Ames Research
Center near San Francisco is ready and willing to provide assistance to the State. But
to develop a really effective technology transfer program, a significant state committment
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in required, Recognizing this need, the Alanka State Legislature recently took nevercl
key steps to help make improved natural resources information for decision-making a
reality, Under the state legislature's H.B. 750, about $86,000 went to the Univc-roity's
Geophysical Institute to rain a remote sensing workshop for state agency people this Spring.
The same bill gave the Institute $158,000 to research setting up a "quick look"
service - receiving the real-time satellite ima gery from the Prince Albert. Sank. ground
station to study natural catastrophes like fire or flood while they're occurring.
And the legislature took a third step that should affect remote sensing in the state
by authorizing a Science and Technology Council to get started in late 1 78. Attached to
the governor's office and composed mainly of university, legislative and state agency
representatives, the council in to zero in on Alaska's research needs. Obsorvcrn feel
remote sensing will got a lot of attention and even more support.
In cooperation with NASA/Amos and they Alaska Geophysical Institute, the State is
developing a Landsat demonstration project which will focus on the South^entral region.
This area contains about two thirds of the state's population, and is where the majority
of the growth and problems are. The proponed project includes nix ntate and local
agencies, and will focus on the following applications:
Munici2ality of Anchora&e	 Uepnrtment^,of Natural,Retiources/Plnnninu
• General land cover	 and C1nnnif^icattion Section
• Detailed Land and Water Use	 • Genera] Land Coverof Lower
• Land-use Change Detectior,	 Susitna Basin
• 208 Water Quality Analysis 	 • Land Capability Analysis in
Susitna Basin
Matansuka-Susitna Borouph
o General Land Cover
• Land and Water Use Classification
• Land-use Change Detection
• Land-use Suitability Mapping
Kodiak Island Borough
• General Land Cover
• Forest Inventory
• OCS-related Coastal Inventory
Kenai Penins^ la Borou h
• General :and Cover
• Road and Construction Site
Identification and Change Detection
beparCmenLof Natural Resources/Porns_^a
Section-^
• -general Land Cover of Mat-Su
Intensive Study Areas
• forest Inventory for a Selected
Township
DUart;ment_ of l i1h and Came
• Cook Inlet Intertidal Zone Measurement
and Change Detection
• Habitat Classification in Lower
Susitna Basin
• WetlantN Inventory in Lower Susitna
Basin
For further information on Alaska Lnndsat nctivities, contact Jim Anderson, Chairman
of the Federal-State Land Use Planning Commission for Alaska, in Anchorage (907) 279-9565.
Thia artiaZa, maa excerpted from VoZ. Z, No. 5 of the Nai?z Brown.f E r, pubzinhofl
by the Western RegionaZ Applioations Program of Amen Research tenter. The cdztor of
Remote Sensin1, wouZd like to expreas his appreciation for permission to use the material.
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In the past five years, improved management of our nation's coasts has been
expedited by a federal grant-in-aid program establiolied by Congress in 1972, The
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended in 1976, provides the 35 coastal
states and territories the opportunity to voluntarily participate in the federal
coastal planning and implementation process. The first planning grants were
awarded in 1974. To a few states this meant refined integration of already ex-
isting coastal management efforts. Elsewhere, the Act brought heightened awareness,
of the need to protect and manage the fragile resources and development needs of
the coasts. At least 20 states are expected to have federally approved management
programs by September, 1979. Those states encompass 75 percent of America's
shoreline.
Much of th rt coastal planning process has involved legislative  authorl za tion,
policy development and organizational coordination. Twelve states have enacted
comprehensive coastal management: legislation. Another ten have special purpose
coastal management laws in effect. All coastal states have statutes that in some
way regulate shoreline resources.
Application of Landsat in the coastal zone management planning process has
occurred in at least 14 coastal states. Data collected from remote sensing tech-
niques, such as Landsat, has been utilized to improve natural resource decision
making. For instance, the Georgia legislature has enacted a significant set
of resource laws that willbe incorporated into their coastal managementprogram.
Collection of data through Landsat facilitated both development and implementation
of Georgia's legislation. Soil erosion source inventories, shoreline delineations,
and wetlands assessment, all necessary to the development of a strong coastal.
management program, have been attained by various coastal states through the
application of Landsat.
As states enter the implementation phase of coastal zone management, the
lead agencies, legislators, and their research staff, can practicaliy use remote
sensing techniques in developing alternative policies to coastal resc •:,:-ce develop-
ment and conservation practices. For instance, this technology can be used to
monitor estuarine sanctuaries, shoreline erosion and natural hazard areas, so
that planning programs may be updated. Remote sensing application has proven to
be a viable technique for managing our nation's coasts. The Natural Resources
Information Systems Project is currently preparing a report describing each coastal
state's coastal zone management program. State programs are compared to the federal
rules and regulations for management organization, authorities, and implied natural
resource data requirements. Information contal.ned in this report can be used to
determine where remote sensing may be applied in a coastal state to further expedite
effective management. Those interested in obtaining a copy of "CZM - The States'
Response" (available Oct. 1) should contact Holly Higgins at the NCSL Denver office.
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THE LAND RESOURCES XNT-QRMATION SERVICI; OF NORTH CAROLINA
Under the program directives given to the North Carolina Lund Policy Council in
the Land Policy Act of 1974, a "system of information and data concerning the land re-
sources of the entire state" was to be developed. A mechanism for providing systematic
exchange of land use, environmental, economic and social information among all levels
of government was desired. It was from this mandate that the Land Resources Information
Service (LRIS) was formed.
Since its commencement: in the fall of 1977, LRIS's top priorities have been estab-
lishing a structure for housing the state's land resource data and facilitating the
access to and use of that data by those involved in land resource planning and manage-
ment activities. A key component was the acquisition of a sophisticated configuration
of computer hardware and software. The LRIS system consists of a Data General minicom-
puter and various peripheral devices for the automated capture, di pplay, manipulation,
and summation of graphic, geographically referenced data. Using this hardware and a
package of user oriented software, LRIS has the necessary components for constructing
a statewide land resource data base and providing assistance to a variety of ongoing
state programs.
While designed to service state and local agencies on a cost recovery basis after
its first year of operation, initial LRIS activities were directed towards supporting
programs within three state agencies which had provided initial funding for LRIS-Natural
Resources and Community Development, Administration, and Cultural Resources. Projects
supported included the State planning programs for Water Quality (20$), Archaeology and
Historic Site Preservation, State Property, Parks and Recreation, Land Quality, Geologic
Survey, Geodetic Survey, Natural. Heritage, and Land Records.
The data bases to support these projects have been entered into LRIS on an incre-
mental. basis. Information for detailed soils, land use, topography, roads, streams,
etc., is being captured for specific geographic areas of the state where planning pro-
jects are currently active.	 On a more general level,, statewide information has been
developed for generalized soils, topography, population, political boundaries, drainage
basin boundaries, and I Q70 census enumeration district boundaries. Once inthey LRIS
system, this information can be accessed singularly, or in combination with any other
data sets, where scale, analysis, criteria, geographic area, and form of output are
defined interactively by the user.
Most of the LRIS data base construction activity involves manual conversion of
graphic data to a computerized format. However, present demand for information far
outstrips LRIS in-house capabilities to perform the data capture. Thus LRIS is actively
seeking existing sources of digital information. One such source is the Landsat satel-
lite imagery that could provide current land use/land cover information for large,geo-
graphic areas of the state. Interest in the utilization of Landsat is not new in North
Carolina. In fact, from the outset of the planning and development of LRIS, a basic
requirement of the system configuration acquired was that it serve as a basis for the
eventual handling of the Landsat data. While LRIS has not ,yet applied Landsat data to
a production effort, compatibility of a classified Landsat scene with LRIS data sets
has been successfully demonstrated to a test area and its use for future projects is
anticipated.
Typical LRIS applications to date have relied heavily on the data compositing or
overlay capability of the system. Identification is made of those geographic areas
having the specific combination of physical characteristics of relevance to a particular
study. For example, a recent project with the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) involved
identifying areas which because of land use, soil type, and nearness to streams, had a
high probability of contributing to non-point source water pollution. Specifically, as
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part of the North Carolina program to control non-point source water pollution from
various land uses, the objective of this study was to utilize IRIS data handling
capabilities to:
• Isolate areas with high potential for having agricultural-related water
problems resulting from erosion and sedimentation;
Calculate soil loss for these areas in terms of tons/acre/year by applying
the Universal Soil Loss Equation;
• Identify the best management and treatment practices and associated costs
of application; and
• Graphically and tabularly summarize the results.
Along with the actual outputs of the study can additional result of the project was the
demons'-ration that through use of the IRIS geographic information system, land resource
decision-making cannot only be facilitated by the ready access to pertinent information,
but can incorporate creative techniques for analysis and display of alternatives.
The results from the SCS project highlight another aspect of the first year efforts
of LRIS •- its success at establishing a mechanism for facilitating communication among
the collectors and users of land resource information at all levels, federal, state and
local. LRIS provides the structure for bringing together the numerous data sets on the
State's resources. This allows the program to provide more data at a lower cost to
individual users. Through the combined efforts of the North Carolina planning programs,
the Land Resources Information Service is well on its way to fulfilling its legislative
mandate - to build a statewide data base of land resource information.
For more information on the North Carolina LRIS, contact Carol Simmermacher in
Raleigh at 919,/773-2090,
CALENDAR OF CONFERENCES AND TRAINING COURSES
July 23 - 27 NCSL Annual Meeting (Sa ga Francisco Hilton)
Teresa Fraley, 303/623-6600,
Aug. 0 - 24 Air and Space Technology in the Forest Environment (Arcata, CA)
Contact:	 Donna Hankins, Humboldt State University, 707/826-3731.
Sep. 10 - 14 "Remote Sensing foz Natural Resources - An International. View of
Problems, Promises and Accomplishments."	 (Moscow, ID)
Contact:	 Robert C. Heller, College of Forestry, Wildlife and
Range Sciences, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID, 63843.
Sep.	 24 - 29 Vegetation/Terrain Analysis Remote Sensing Workshop (Coeur d'Alene,
ID)	 Contact:	 Joseph J. Ulliman, College of Forestry, Wildlife and
Range Science, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID, 63843.
Oct. 15 - 19
	
Advanced Geology Workshop (Sioux Falls, SD)
Contact: Applications Branch, EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, SD,
57198.
Nov. 5 - 9
	 Applied Remote Sensing for Soil Inventory and Assessment
(Pleasant Hill, CA) Contact: Sharon Arce', UCB Extension,
415/642-1061.
`a
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NCSL COMMUNICATION TOOLS AVAILABLE
The NCSL Natural Resources Information Systems Project hao recontly comp I oted or
updated the following communication tools:
• A Legislator's Guide to Landsat, 30 pages. A non-technical introduction to
Landsat technology for legislators, staff and other policy-makers.
Major sections of the booklet include:
• The Importance of Landsat to State Government
• Landsat Overview
• Landsat Applications
• Institutional Approaches to Landsat
• Future of the Landsat Program
• Landsat Information Sources
• Landsat in the States. A 30-minute slide/tape presentation on state uses
of satellite remote sensing. Topics covered Include:
• Natural Resource Data Needs
• Basics of Landsat
• Casa Studies of Landsat Applications in Texas and North Dakota
• Overview of State Approaches to Landsat Utilization
• The NASA Regional Remote Sensing Applications Program
• Landsat: Down to Earth Views from mace, 12 pages. A brochure which briefly
introduces state applications of Landsat technology and information sources.
• Regional Workshop Proceedings, 139 pages. A selection of presentations from
various Remote Sensing workshops. State applications discussed Include Tllinois,
Idaho, Oregon, Maryland, Florlda, Missourt and Now Jersey.
• Colorado Conference Proceedin gs, 136 pages. Proceedings from a conference held
in Denver on January 15-16, 1979. The Conference was co-spon., ored by NOST, and
the Colorado Mapping Advisory Committee.
Copies of the above publications may be obtained, free of charge, from: Becea Smith,
NCSL, 1405 Curtis, Suite, 2300, Denver, CO, 80202, Those Interested in borrowing the
slide/tape presentation should contact Paul Tessar or Becca Smith at 303/623-6600.
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NORTH DAKOTA REAP APPROPRIATION BILL VETOED
On Friday, April 13, 1979, Governor Arthur Line vetoed the appropriation bill.
for the Forth Dakota Regional Environmental Assessment Program (REAP). The bill, had
passed both houses of the 46th Legislative Session only after a long and difficult
struggle, and the veto, coming; after adjournment, was a surprise to some members of
the Legislative Assembly. After four years of effort, REM I caused to exist on
July 1, 1979.
REAP, the scientific and technological arm of the North Dakota Legislature, was
established in 1975 in response to impending large-scale coal development. REAP's
mandate was to establish and carry on research in regard to North Dakota's resources
and areas of governmental activity or responsibility. With respect to coal develop-
ment, priority was to be given to the collection of necessary data and the dovolopmont
of information systems necessary to determine the existence of and potential use of
North Dakota's natural resources.
When the 44th Legislative Assembly created REAP in 1975, it took a novel and
radical step. REAP was unique among state efforts to bring science and tachnology
into the decis9.on-n:aki.ng process in that it was made part of the legislative branch
of government, and was responsible to a cummittee of the Legislative Council, the
Resources Research Committee (RRC). The RRC was comprised of legislators, state
agency personnel, university faculty, an industry representative, and a citizen at
large. The effort was radical when one considers that the initial fun jing of $2
million for a two-year period (appropriated from a special coal development fund)
was part of the total state government budget of only $442 million -- a substantial
portion of the state's budget devoted to what amounted to an experiment that wound
require a substantial development period (originally estimated to be four to six years).
Early in REAP's development, four major tasks were defined:
• To develop an adequate data base on the environmental, economic, and
sociologic characteristics of North Dakota;
• To design and implement a computer-based information system capable of
meeting the needs of, and being used by, decision makers;
• To design and implement assessment,/modeling systems capable of fore-
casting the implications of alternative development activities on the
environmental and social characteristics of North Dakota; and,
• To design and implement a mechanism for monitoring changes in the
characteristics of North Dakota.
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According to Rich Giddings, REAP's last Director, the goal was to "create an
information system that, to a decision maker, appeared to have all the data about
North Dakota and be capable of performing any needed analysis, while the in-house
portion consisted only of those eapabilities that corn and response time considera-
tions justified". To supplement its in-house capabilities, REAP obtained many ser-
vices and research elsewhere.
How REAP lost its funding is the subject of much speculation and considerable
opinion. Several contributory factors leading to REAP's demise have been cited. They
int^lude a pack of realization as to the breadth of REAP's mandate; the lack of visi-
bility of tangible results of the program activities (despite the .tact that a four-
to-six year development period was anticipated prior to the provision of any signifi-
cant services); ongoing disagreement about which branch of government should "control"
REAP; limited visibility of much of the infoniiation provided to decision-makers by
REAP because of REAP's mode of operation; and the unique 50-50 split of Republicans
and Democrats in the House in the 3.977 Legislative Session. This split resulted in
REAP being thrust into political controversy when it was held hostage by the Democrats
in order to obtain a percentage coal reverence tax. Republican support for REAP
during that session was, and is still, equated with Republican control of REAP.
More important, however, was REAP's inability to make a positive contribution
to legislative information needs. While REAP was very successful in meeting the needs
of the executive agencies, local governments, business and industry, and private
citizens, attempts to provide information to legislators were always controversial.
As the REAP bill progressed through the legislature, it was amended so that the
original appropriation was cut by $900,000, the program's name was changed to "Scien-
tific and Technological Research and Development Program," and no participation from
the executive branch was provided for on the governing committee. This latter amend-
ment was the reason Governor Link gave for vetoing the final. bill.
Major REAP capabilities such as the system software and data base, Economic-
Demographic Model, REAP Resources Reference System, and baseline data studies, have
been disseminated to appropriate state agencies and institutions in North Dakota,
and are, to a surprising, extent, being carried on. Correspondence regarding REAP or
the disposition of its capabilities should be sent to Mr. John Graham, Director,
Legislative Council, State Capitol, Bismarck, ND 58505 (phone - 701/224-2916).
NEW SPECIAL ASSISTANT HIRED
Loyola M. Caron joined the staff of NCSL un August 16 as Special Assistant for
the Natural Resources Information Systems Project. Loyola was formerly with the
North Dakota Regional Environmental Assessment Program (REAP), where she served as
its Earth Sciences Research Coordinator. In that position, she was responsible for
developing a variety of natural science projects; coordinating the collection of
existing earth resource data for the REAP automated data base; developing cooperative
efforts with state agencies, the universities and local governments; and, supporting
legislative committees and studies. Her experience in providing information for
legislative policy making and program development should prove valuable to the NCSL
NRIS Project.
Ron Hogan, who ,formerly held this position, has become Director of the NCSL
Science and Technology Project.
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THE IDAHO LANDSAT APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
The State of Idaho, over the last several years, has been an active participant
in an innovative, two-stage technology transfer program. The program is being con-
ducted under the auspices of the Pacific Northwest Regional Commission (PNRC) with
the assistance of the NASA Ames Research Center and the U.S. Geological Survey. The
first stage, lasting three and one half years, was the PNRC Land Resource Inventory
Demonstration Project. This stage afforded the opportunity to 45 state and local
agencies in Idaho, Oregon and Washington to conduct test projects incorporating satel-
lite data into surveys and inventories of various land cover types. The second stage
(FY 79 - 81) is the Landsat Applications Program, which will build the region's opera-
tional capability to extract and use information gathered by Landsat.
As part of the effort to build this capacity in Idaho, a number of state agencies
are involved in projects. Specific ongoing application projects to improve data for
natural resource planning and management include:
• The Idaho Department of Fish and Game is inventorying and mapping the major
vegetative ecosystems and physiographic features of an important big game
management unit in south central Idaho. The improved information base will
be used in analyzing impacts caused by potential. large-scale logging opera-
tions to wildlife habitat in the area.
The Idaho Bureau of Mines and Geology is identifying, interpreting and assess-
ing natural, geologic hazards from Landsat imagery for use in natural resource
and land use planning. Much of the active faulting in T.daho has yet to be
mapped and it is anticipated that this project will help to fill this existing
information void.
e The Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR), in addition to developing the
state's digital Landsat analysis, is conducting a classification of irrigated
agriculture on a test site in eastern Idaho. A primary objective of the task
is the development of an operational methodology of data classification that
produces consistent results,
Two training activities are being; planned by the University of Idaho's College
of Forestry, Wildlife and Range ^;,,ences. An intensive five-day workshop may
be conducted in and around Coeur d'Alene on vegetation/terrain analysis remote
sensing during the last week of September. An advanced remote sensing course
will take place during the fall semester with special emphasis given to
establishing student familiarity with computer-aided classification systems,
such as VICAR/IBIS.
Development of a Landsat image analysis capability in state government is a key
element in Idaho's Landsat program. The Idaho Department of Water Resources, which
is taking a lead role in this development, is currently conducting a project to estab-
lish and utilize the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's VICAR/IBIS image analysis software
on the State's IBM 370-158 computer. A significant improvement of this basic Landsat
data analysis and application capability is being planned. A color image display system
will soon be installed to perform interactive image display and analysis tasks. The
basic components of the system are a high resolution color video monitor, a mini-
computer, and software that supports interactive image analysis.
The addition of this subsystem will significantly improve the productivity and
effectiveness of Landsat digital analysis activities. Also, such a system can produce
more useable and understandable output products for state data users and decision-makers.
An interactive display system is also an effective training tool upon which the user can
develop more confidence in the data because of individual involvement and comparison
with known ground data.
The current activities in Idaho to develop a capability and refine applications
will lead to an operational capability to utilize Landsat data on an ongoing basis.
For further information, contact Alan Porter in Boise at 208/384-3900.
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CALENDAR OF CONFERENCES AND TRAINING COURSES
9/24 - 9/28 Water Resources: Management in a Changing Society (Las Vegas, NV)
Contact. American Water Resources Association, 612/376-5050,
9/24 - 9/28 Vegetation and Landform Remote Sensing Workshop
Contact: Joseph Ulliman, University of Idaho, 208/885-7016.
10/2 - 10/5	 Regional Applications Conference of the Eastern Regional Remote
Sensing Applications Center (Tidewater Inn, Easton, MD)
Contact: Dr, Robert Regan, University of Maryland, 301/454-6617.
10/9 - 10/13 Terrain Analysis Interpretation of Aerial Photographs and Images
(Sioux Falls, SD) Contact: Lisa Underkoffler, Harvard University,
617/495-2578.
10/15 - 10/19 Advanced Geology Workshop (Sioux Falls, SD) Contact: Branch of
Applications, EROS Data Center, 605/594-6513., ext 114.
10115 - 10/19	 Digital Image Processing of Earth Observation Sensor Data
(Washington, D.C.) Contact: Continuing Engineering Education,
George Washington University, 202/676-6106.
10/17 - 10/19 WRAP Western Regional Remote Sensing Conference (Monterey, CA)
Contact: Fred Muscy, NASA/Ames Research Center, 415/965-5897.
10/22 - 10/26 Applications of Geological Remote Sensing to Mineral Exploration
(Rapi9 City, SD) Contact: Director of Continuing Education, South
Daltott: School of Mines and Technology, 605/394-2480,
10/22 - 10/26
	
Re:rite Sensing and Digital Information Extraction (Washington, D.C.)
Contact: Continuing Engineering Education, George Washington Univer-
sity, 202/676-6106.
10/22 - 10/26 Five Day Advanced Landsat Course, University of New Mexico
(Albuquerque, NM) Contact: Dr. Stan Morain, 5051277-3622.
10/23 - 10/26 Water Resources Remote Sensing Workshop (Sioux Falls, SD)
Contact: Branch of Applications, EROS Data Center, 605/594-6511.
10/24	 10/26 Remote Sensing and Photo-Interpretation Workshop for Environmental
Studies (Orono, ME) Contact: Marshall D, Ashley, University of
Maine at Orono, 207/581-7313.
10/29 - 11/1	 Space Shuttle: Dawn of an Era (Los Angeles, CA)
Contact: Ms. Janet Dean, 213/922-3289.
11/5 - 11/9	 Applied Remote Sensing for Soil Inventory and Assessment
(Pleasant Hill, CA) Contact: Sharon Arco', U.C. Berkeley
Extension, 415/642-1061.
11/14 - 11/15	 Landsat/Geobased Information Systems Symposium (Biloxi, MS)
Contact: Bob Barlow, Earth Resources laboratory, 601/688-2041.
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APPENDIX E
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
LANDSAT TASK FORCE MEETING
December 18 - 19, 1978
Le. Pavillion Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana
Monday, December 18, 1978
9:00 - 12:00	 CALL TO ORDER; OPENING REMARKS
Senator Rolland Redlin, Chairman
Dr. Donald Shull, Vice-Chairman
OVERVIEW OF NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACTIVITIES
WITH STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Floyd Roberson, Director, NASA Technology Transfer Division
NASA RESPONSE TO LANDSAT TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS
Alen Tuyahov, Manager, User Requirements and Assistance
* * COFFEE BREAK * *
THE NGA/COUNCIL OF STATE PLANNING AGENCIES REMOTE SENSING PROJECT
Peggy Harwood, Project Director
REVIEW OF NCSL REMOTE SENSING PROJECT AND PRESENTATION
OF SLIDE/TAPE SHOW, LANDSAT IN THE STATES
Paul A. Tessar, NCSL Remote Sensing Project Director
12:00	 * * LUNCH *
1:30 - 4:30	 REVIEW OF PRESIDENTIAL LANDSAT POLICY AND CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSES
Paul A. Tessar, NCSL
Leonard Slosky, Staff Director of Natural Resource and
Environment Task Force, ISETAP
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ADMINISTRATION AND CONGRESS
* * COFFEE BREAK * *
INTRODUCTION, DISCUSSION AND POTENTIAL ACTION ON MODEL
LANDSAT RESOLUTION
DISCUSSION OF POTENTIAL LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES TO BE UNDERTAKEN
DURING THE 1979 SESSIONS
OTHER BUSINESS:.--NEXT.' MEETING	 '^^`110ONNO PAGE BLANK NOT FPA-
i
Tuesday, December 19, 1978
8:00 DEPART FROM HOTEL LOBBY (BAGGAGE ALONG)
9:15 ARRIVAL AT THE NASA .EARTH RESOURCES LAB
9:30 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Lee Tilton III, Deputy Director, ERL
10:00 PRESENTATIONS ON NASA ERL REMOTE SENSING PROGRAMS
ERL Staff
11:00 TOUR/DEMONSTRATIONS
12:30 ADJOURN FOR LUNCH (DIRTY HARRY,'S)
2:00 DEPART FOR NEW ORLEAN'S AIRPORT
3:15 ARRIVAL AT AIRPORT
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES'
I	
LANDSAT TASK FORCE ON
THE EAR'T'H DATA AND INFORMATION SERVICE ACT OF 1978 (S.3589)
AND THE SPACE POLICY ACT OF 1978 (S.3530)
NCSL LANDSAT TASK FORCE
Senator Rolland Redlin, North Dakota, Chairman
Dr. Don Shull, Virginia, Vice-Chairman
Representative Tom Anderson, Michigan
Representative Bernard Byers, Oregon
Senator Earl Christensen, Wyoming
Representative Monroe Flinn, Illinois
Representative Dale Locker, Ohio
Senator John McCune, Oklahoma
Dr. John Reid, North Dakota
Senator A.R. "Babe" Schwartz, Texas
Representative A.J. Spano, Colorado
Senator Jerome Van Sistine, Wisconsin
Assemblyman Frank Vicencia, California
Representative Bill Wilkerson, Mississippi
-74-
sI. Financing of the Earth Data and Information Service
The major area of difference between the NCSL Landsat Task Force Recommendations
of August 1978 and the Earth Data and Information Service Act (S.3589) relates to
the philosphy behind the financing of the service. In Recommendation J (Justi-
fication of the Landsat Program), the Task Force recommended "that the federal gov-
ernment recognize Landsat; as a 1°public good" and encourage use of thin valuable
national service". In Recommendation M (Data Pricing), the Task Force urged that
"all research and development, data acquisition, preprocessing, archiving and cata-
loging be considered as a cost of establishing the system and, therefore, a fed-
eral expense [and] that the price of Landsat data be limited at most, to the cost
of data reproduction and distribution".
S. 3589 directs the service to establish a schedule of user charges, which,
within seven years, will recover the costs of the service exclusive of research,
development and testing.
A. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force urges the Senate Subnommittee on Science, Technology and Space
to amend Section 9(a) of S. 3589 to reflect a public service concept in the Earth
Data and Information Service charter. _-Thee_ Task Force feels that andsat type data
should be considered in the same context as censuz, cartographic and meteroZogicaZ
data which areprovided at cost of reproduction and distribution as a public service
of the federal government.
B. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force recommends that Section 9(c) of S.3589, which exempts the ser-
vice from U.S. Code provisions Limiting user charges to reproduction and handling,
be de Zeted.
II. Role of State and Local Governments
S.3589 would b?nefit from clarification of the role of and assistance to state
and local governments in relation to the Earth Data and Information Service. In
Recommendation D (Involvement of State and Local Governments), the "Task Force
strongly :ecommend(ed) that the federal government make a commitment to prior
consultation with state and local governments in all federal Landsat policy and
technical decisions...(and that) a structured consultation process for their con-
tinued involvement... be developed". In Recommendation E (Technology Transfer to
State and Local Governments), the Task Force urged the federal government to expand
Landsat technology transfer activities to state and local goven ent under the NASA
Regional Remote Sensing Applications Program. While S.3589 appears to be in harmony
with these recommendations, a more explicit statement to that effect would be
desirable.
C. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force recommends that Section 7 (d) (2) of S. 3589 be amended to direct
the general manager of the service to establish procedures to incorporate existing
mechanisms to obtain input from representatives of state Legislatures, federal,
state and Local agencies, private sector users and vendors, and the universities
regarding federal civil remote sensing policy, mission planning, systems deve Zop-
ment, systems operation and research and development activities.
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D. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force reeommc nds that Section 7(d) of 5.3589 be amended to eZari fy
the technology transfer rote of the service, particularly to state and local gov-
ernments. The Task Force urges thatpresent activities of orientation, training,
demonstration projects and technical assistance, which facilitate technology trans-
fer to state and local gvernments, be expZicitZy addressed in the legislation.
III. Role of Federal Agencies
S.3589 clearly recognizes the need for a single federal lead agency to admin-
ister the system. The role of federal user agencies, however, is not discussed.
In Recommendation F (Role of Federal Mission Agencies), the Task Force urged federal
natural resource agencies "to use Landsat to meet their own data needs and to work
with their state counterparts [to stimulate them] to collect and utilize Landsat
data as appropriate".
E. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force feeZs that Section 5(b) of S.3589 be amended to include:
(4) federal natural resource agencies shall use and encourage the use of
Landsat type data, wherever practical and cost-effective, to meet data requirements
of therr7selves and their state countexparts.
IV. Functions of the Service
Three additional Task Force Recommendations are not addressed in S.3589. In
Recommendation P (Data Compatibility), "the Task Force recognized) that (data)
compatibility ... must be assured so that states can both maintain current opera-
tional capabilities and take full advantage of the change detection capability".
In Recommendation R (Development of Software), the Task Force urged that "generally
applicable software ... be developed in a centralized operation and then distributed
through a software library to interested users ... at the cost of reproduction and
distribution". In Recommendation S (More Browse Files), the Task Force recommended
"that rapid, convenient access to suitable browse files be continually available...
in each state capital".
F. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force feels Section 7(d) of S.3589 should be amended to include:
The a6ninistrator (of NASA) shall:
(4) provide for the widest practical satellite remote sensing data continuity
and compatibility.
(5) provide for the development and distribution, at reasonable cost, of
generally applicab le computer data analysis and display software to interested users.
(6) provide for the availability of regional and state browse files to assist
users in data screening and selection.
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V. General Approach of the Earth Data and Information Service Act
G. RECOV ENDATT.ON:
The Task Force recommends that the deveZopment of a continuous, reliable and
compatible civil remote sensing system take pZaee over an intorim period of seven
to ten years. Furthermore, the Task Force believes that NASA, particularZy in Zight
of its responsiveness to the needs of state and ZocaZ governments, is most quaZified
to administer the Earth Data and Information Service.
H. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force urges the federaZ government to deveZop a continuous, reliable
and compatible remote sensing system at the earZiest practical date, so that the
pubZic and private sectors may fully reap the benefits of improved and more cost
effective resource information as soon as possible. Furthermore, the Task Force
feeZs that such a system is required before the teehnoZogy can gain widespread
acceptance and regular, ongoing usage by state and ZocaZ governments.
VI. Overall Space Policy (5.3530)
I. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force recommends that the U.S. Congress enact the Space Policy Act
after due consideration of its financiaZ implications.
J. RECOM ENDATION:
The Task Force urges the U.S. Congress to maintain an adequate NASA budget
ZeveZ, adausted for infZation, and to reprogram space shuttle funds in support of
the goals of the Space PoZcy Act.
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STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE MONROE L. FLINN
Majority Whip, Illinois House of Representatives
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
LANDSAT TASK FORCE
before the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION
UNITED STATES SENATE
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:
My name is Monroe Flinn. I am the Majority Whip of the Illinois House of
Representatives. I am here representing the National Conference of State Legislatures,
which serves all of our nation's State Legislatures, and the NCSL Landsat Task Force,
which is responsible for formulating policy recommendations on satellite remote sensing.
I am honored to have the opportunity to present NCSL's views on the Earth Data
and Information Service Act of 1979 (S.663). Overall, we feel this legislation is an
important, constructive step forward in the development of a capability to inventory
monitor and evaluate our nation's and the world's resources and environment on a
continuous, ongoing basis. We applaud the efforts of Senator Stevenson, other sponsors
of S.663, and Senators Ford and Moss before them, to provide an institutional frame- 	 r
work to reap the benefits of satellite remote sensing.
Landsat data has been increasingly accepted and aL;ed within state and local gov-
ernments over the past seven years. My purpose here, however, is not to detail these
past and other potential future Landsat applications, but rather to provide a state and
local perspective on the future institutionalization of the technology as reflected in
the Earth Data and Information Service Act of 1979.
The time to formalize tba, institutional responsibilities and relationships for
an Earth Data and Information Service has come, and the NCSL Landsat. Task Force strongly
supports the development of an ongoing service to provide continuous, reliable and com-
patible data to public and private users. Over the last several years, many studies
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have been conducted and their consistently stated conclusions are generally compatible
with S.663. Indeed, the Administration is currently conducting yet another study,
While the states (through NCSL, the Intergovernmental Sciance, Engineering and Technology
Advisory Panel, and the National Governor's Association), the federal user agencies
(through the FCCSET Landsat Study), and the prI ate sector (through the Space Applications
Board), and others,. have clearly expressed their needs over the last several years, the
federal government seems to be caught in a cycle of continuous committees, studies and
I	 task forces that never seem to get anything done. We need an established, reliable
service, and, hopefully, S.663 will break the bureaucratic paper cycle that seems to
be forestalling action rather than charting a course for the future of satellite remote
sensing.
We are particularly supportive of the idea of developing the service within the
federal government and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Over the
last several years, NASA has clearly demonstrated its sensitivity and responsiveness
through activities such as the Regional Remote Sensing Applications Program and Appli-
cations Systems Verification and Transfer Projects. Furthermore, our Task Force feels
the technology is still not accepted widely enough to be taken over entirely by the
private sector, and that the needs of public sector users would not necessarily be
adequately met in an environment where profit and loss are the major considerations.
In the longer run, once adequate markets have been aggregated and public and private
sector users have developed the capacity to fully utilize Landsat type data, the private
sector might well be best qualified to manage and operate the system. Such a turnover,
however, would clearly be premature at this time.
The major area of difference between NCSL Landsat Task Force policy positions and
S.663 relates to the philosophy behind the financing of the service. While a "pay-as-
you-go" system may be desirable from a federal perspective and justifiable for certain
classes of users, such as those deriving a profit through use of products of the system,
from a state perspective, other arrangements would be more desirable. Specifically, we
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feel that the service's charter should reflect a public service concept, and that
Landsat type data should be consideree in the same context as census, cartographic
and meterological data which are provided at cost of reproduction and distribution
by the federal government.
Timely and accurate information on our resources and environment cannot help but
improve the quality of our resource decision-making, which will lead, in turn, to
improving; 4he common good. An ongoing natural resource census provided through Landsat
type data can make a positive contribution to the information base available to our
natural resource decision-makers, both legislative and executive, and its use should
be encouraged whenever possible. Because of increasing demands for resource planning,
spurred in large part by federal programs, and since the advent of Proposition 13 and
related actions, state and local, data budgets have been stretched to the limit. The
costs of a "pay-as-you-go" system would effectively discourage use at a time when the
user base needs to be expanded so that it can eventually become self supporting.
I submit that no one fully understands the user costs associated with a self
supporting Barth Data and Information System. A data cost increase of 10 - 100 times
- an estimate currently being used in some circles - would have a devastating effect
on public sector users. Let us take care not to throw the baby out with the bath
water. We must recognize the public good aspects of the service.
The role of state and local governments in providing input and advice on systems
development and operation could be strengthened in S.663. The bill currently gives
the Administrator of NASA the responsibility to arrange for participation of user
communities in such activities. An explicit statement defining "user communities" to
include state and local governments and others would remove any potential ambiguities
and assure adequate participation by the non--federal public sector.
Another area the NCSL Landsat Task Force feels should be explicitly addressed
in S.663 concerns the technology transfer function of the service. As partners in the
federal system, the federal government has an obligation to assist the states in
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developing the capacity to manage their resources. Landsat type data can teaks a
strong contribution to the data base for natural resource decision-making - but only
if the decision makers and other users have the capability to interpret and apply the
vast stores of information space remote sensing can provide. The Landsat Task Force,
therefore, urges that the committee explicitly address technology transfer to state
and local government - including orientation, training, demonstration projects and
technical assistance - in their revision and amendment of S.663.
4 final suggestion regarding the Earth Data and Information Service Act of 1979
concerns the ban on data reproduction of service products by users. While we are
cognizant of the need to provide an adequate market to allow economies of scale to
be realized within the service, we must also consider the fiscal implications of such
a ban on our state and local governments. Mang states have or are setting up centralized
information services and clearinghouses to reduce the costs of data to state. regional
and local agencies, eliminate duplication of data gathering expenditures, promote mul-
tiple use of data resources, pool existing hardware resources to limit capital outlays,
and provide specialized staff capabilities. A total bari on reproduction of service
products will unnecessarily undermine such efforts. % modifying S.3389, an exemption
to the ban for educational purposes was recognized as being needed, and is reflected
in S.663. I would suggest that this exemption be extended to state and local govern-
ments for all non-commercial uses.
On behalf of the National Conference of State Legislatures and the NCSL Landsat
Task Force, I would like to thank the committee for this opportunity to express our
views on this important piece of legislation. I have taken the liberty of suggesting
specific language to reflect NCSL's recommended changes, which you will find attached
to my written statement. I trust you will find our suggestions to be both constructive
and reasonable. If we can be of further assistance, please feel free to call upon us.
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SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS
ATTACHMENT TO THE STATEMENT OF
THE HONORABLE MONROE L. FLINN
ON S.663 - THE EARTH DATA AND :INFORMATION SERVICE ACT OF 1979
Sec. 7(d)(7) - to conduct a technology transfer program directed at federal,
state and local government users and consisting of training, demonstration projects
and technical assistance activities.
Sec. 7(f)(2) - arrange for the participation of the scientific, technical and
user communities, including federal, state and local governments and the private
sector, in planning the system, and in acquiring, processing, analyzing, and distri-
buting data and basic information products to users; and
Sec. 9(a) - the Administrator shall establish a schedule of charges for products
and services provided to users as required to carry out the provisions of this Act.
The Administrator shall design such charges to be consistent with the provisions of
Section 552 of Title 5, United States Code, and is restricted and limited to charges
for reporduction and handling set forth in that section.
Sec. 9(e) - delete.
Sec. 10 (insert after subsection (a) or (b)) - Notwithstanding the provisions of
subsection (a), the fair use of any data or basic information product, including such
use by reproduction irL copies or by any, other means specified by the Administrator,
for purposes in support of the missions of state and local government agencies, is not
a violation of subsection (a) of this section.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Monroe L. 'Flinn
Majority Whip
Illinois House of Representatives
Member, Landsat Task Force
Representative Monroe L. Flinn, Majority Whip of the Illinois House of
Representatives, is currently serving his fifth term in the Illinois House.
In previous sessions, he served as Chairman of the House Environment, Energy
and Natural Resources Committee. Before his election to the Illinois General
Assembly, Representative Flinn served ten years as a member of the St. Clair
County Board of Commissioners. Representative Flinn has been a member of the
NCSL Landsat Task Force for two years.
Representative Flinn, who resides in Cahokia, Illinois, is married and
has three grown children. He is presently employed as Director of Community
Affairs at the Granite City Steel Company of Granite City, Illinois.
U
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURE'S
LANDSAT TASK FORCE ON ADMINISTRATION LANDSAT POLICY
I. Overall Policy
The NCSL Landsat Task Force is concerned
President Carter's recent policy decisions on
part of an overall national space policy.
A. RECOMMENDATION:
with both the tenor and specifics of
the Landsat program, developed as a
The Task Force is encouraged by the a& inistration I s current reconsideration of
the satellite remote sensing components of the national space policy and strongZy urges
the administration to deveZop and implement a policy consistent with the recommendations
of the iVCSL Landsat Task Force (State LegieZative Recommendations on Landsat TechnoZog^),
the NaturaZ Resources and Environment Task Force of the IntergovernmentaZ Science,
Engineering and Technology Advisory PaneZ (State and LocaZ Government Perspectives on
a Landsat Information Szystem), the Space Applications Board (Practical Applications of
Space 6Vstems), and its own consuZtants ( Earth Information From Space by Remote Sensing).
B. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force strongZy urges the administration to make an expZicit commitment
and undertake the necessary actions to provide for continuity and compatibility of
Landsat type data in future years.
C. RECOMMENDATION:
The Task Force appZauds recent steps taken by the administration to invoZve state
ZegisZatures and state and ZocaZ governments in certain areas of Landsat policy deveZop-
ment. The Task Force recommends that representatives of these group-7 be afforded a
significant opportunity to participate in the deveZopment of the comprehensive pZan
covering technicaZ, programmatic, private sector and institutionaZ issues of the inte-
grated nationaZ remote sensing system.
II. Landsat-D Plans
The Task Force feels that the Landsat-D program has been underfunded in at least
two areas. First, the data distribution system planned for thematic mapper data is a
step backwards from the all-digital capabilities currently being developed for Landsat-2
and Landsat-3. Considering the overall Landsat-D price tag in the neighborhood of $350
million, it seems rather shortsighted to not spend an additional 2-3% to assure timely
data distribution. Secondly, the backup satellite, Landsat-D', has not been fully
funded or scheduled for launch.
D. RECOM ENDATION:
The Task Force urges the administration to take the necessary steps to implement
an aZZ digitaZ data pvocessing and distribution system for aZZ Landsat-D data so that
data can be delivered to users within two weeks of ordering.
E. RECOINDATION:
The Task Force recommends that Landsat -D' he fully funded and scheduZed for Zaunch
as soon as practicab Ze, fo Z Zowing the Zaunch of Landsat-D. The presence of two sc :`e Z-
Zites in orbit wiZZ aZZow for eight or nine day repetitive coverage, rather than sixteen
to eighteen days as with one satellito.
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AGENDA
LANDSAT TASK FORCE MEETING
JULY 23-24, 1979 - SAN FRANCISCO MILTON
MONDAY, JULY 23
2:00 - 5:00
	 Tour of the Space Sciences Laboratory at the University
of California at Berkeley (Optional Activity)
6:30 - 9:30	 Dinner (Meet in lobby of San Francisco Hilton at 6:15)
TUESDAY, JULY 24
8:30 - 12:30	 Business Session
I. Welcome and Introduction of New Members
Senator Rolland Redlin, Chairman
II. Review of NASA Technology Transfer Activities
In Remotb Sensing
Alex Tuyahov, Chief, Space Applications Branch,
NASA Technology Transfer Division
III. Review of Landsat Activities at the Federal Level
A. Congress - Paul A. Tessar, Natural Resources
Information Systems Project Director
1. Report on April 9th U.S. Senate Hearings
2. Status of Stevenson and Schmitt Bills
3. U.S. House Activities
B. Administration - Leonard Slosky, White House
Office of Science and Technology Policy
1. Integrated Remote Sensing System Study
2. Private Sector Integration Study
3. Future Studies and Administration Actions
IV. Consideration of Task Force Policy Positions and
Recommendations to the Federal Government_
A. Policy position passed by NCSL State-Federal
Assembly and to be cinsidered at Annual Meeting
B. NASA response to Task Force recommendations on
administration Landsat policy
C. New policy positions and recommendations
V. Presentation on Five Agency Project on Classifications
and Inventories of Natural Resources
Paul A. Tessar, NCSL
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VI. Working Lunch - Catered
A. Presentation on Virginia Strip Mining
Demonstration Project
Don Shull, Virginia Legislative Scientific
Advisor
B. Reveiw of NCSL Natural Resources Information
Systems Project Activities
Paul A. Tessar, Project Director
C. Future Project Activities
Paul A. Tessar, Project Director
VII. Tour of the NASA Ames Research Center
12:30 - 1:30
	 Drive to Ames Research Center
1:30	 Overview of Western Regional Applications Program
Dale Lumb, WRAP Director
1:50
	 Brief Review of Montana Projects
Bob Wrigley, WRAP Project Coordinator
2:30	 Demonstration of IDIMS Interactive Display
Willie Todd
3:00	 Tour of U-2 Photo Facilities
Bob Elkstrand
3:30	 Demonstration of SEL Interactive Display
Harry Jones
4:00	 Tour of U-2 Aircraft
Jim Cherbonneaux
4:30	 Adjourn and return to San Franciaco
6:00 - 7:30
	 Early Bird Reception (Annual Meeting Activity in
City Hall Rotunda)
7:30 - 10:00	 Dinner (Meet in front of City Hall after reception)
4
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EARTH DATA AND INFORMATION SERVICE ACT
The demand for, and utilization of, land, water, forest
products, minerals, energy and other finite resources is
constantly increasing as a result of increased population
and an increased rate of consumption per individual. To
effectively manage these resources, our state and local
governments require accurate and timely data on the quality
and quantity of the Earth's resources and environment.
Because of the development of the Landsat Earth Resources
Survey Program, new technologies have become available which
can provide states the opportunity to generate new types of
information on their resource bases.
NCSL believes, on the basis of demonstrated experience,
that the types of information obtained from Earth remote
sensing satellites acid other remote sensing technologies is
extremely useful and cost effective in providing additional
information that is necessary for inventorying, monitoring-
and evaluating each =state's resources and environment.
Until these new technologies are institutionalized at the
national level and a continuous, reliable flow of basic
information is assured, the states will not be able to
fully reap the benefits of satellite remote sensing. State
resource: planning and management programs need an ongoing,
compatible source of information. Without assurances of
continuity, Landsat-type data will be seen and treated as an
interesting experiment by many decision-makers at the state
and local levels.
In order to overcome the current system's shortcomings
and provide an institutional framework to allow states and
others to take full advantage of Earth remote sensing data,
NCSL urges the passage by Congress and the signing by the
President of an Earth Data and Information Service Act in 1979.
This legislation should establish the institutional framework
for an Earth remote sensing satellite system so as to contribute
to the attainment of national objectives, to serve the needs of
the federal, state and local governments and the private sector,
and to ensure consolidation of continuing research and
development of remote sensing.
Policy Position passed by t;ie NCSL membership at the Annual
Meeting in San Fransisco, July 24-27, 1979.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN NRIS AND NASA TECHNOLOGIES
Workshops and Committee Briefing,
Workshops and committee briefings will continue to be a primary thrust of the
technical assistance program. Up to 16 workshops will be conducted during the two
year period. Each workshop will be custom tailored to meet constituent needs in
both substantive focus and length. Subjects will range from general overviews of
NRIS and Landsat technologies to detailed reviews of specific applications. Work-
shop length will vary from 30 minutes to a full day, depending on time available
and the exact subject matter to be covered.
Information and Advisory Assistance
The NRIS project will provide technical assistance to individual legislators,
staff, committees or task forces on NRIS and NASA technologies as requested. Com-
parative state information, documentation of particular applicatiu,is and policy
analyses will be provided or developed as necessary. The project will thereby
serve as a national clearinghouse for state legislatures on NRIS technology. In
addition, issue briefs on new NASA-developed technologies will be prepared for dis-
tribution to legislative science and technology staff. The project will serve as
a technology broker, putting potential users in contact with NASA technical experts,
and providing assistance along the way.
Publications
The many project publications will continue to be an important communications
tool. The Remote Sensing and NRIS-newsletter will continue at ^ rate of eight-
issues per year. Other current publications will be distributed throughout the
— ,_ __ ._. _ , _
project duration, including:
• Landsat: Down to Earth Views from Space
• A Legislator's Guide to Landsat
• A Legislator's Guide to Natural Resource Information Systems
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